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CHAPTER I
.
VALUE AKD PURPOSE OF MEASURING TEACHER EFFICIENCY
Need for a Method
.
Aim of study »-» Since the first part of the twentieth century efforts
have been continually made by numerous educators to construct a valid,
reliable, and objective method for measuring teacher efficiency. It is
not the purpose here to establish such a method for others with more time
and finances than the writer will be needed to solve the problem. The aim
of this study is to so collate, summarize, and interpret the materials
bearing on the subject as to offer a foundation for the further study and
experimentation necessary to obtain a satisfactory result. The writer has
avoided subjective evaluations of the various studies summarized. Obvious
ly, the reader should as a rule attach more weight to those investigat-
ions which have the weight of much objective evidence behind them. The
study also proposes to compare the present practises of Massachusetts
school systems with criteria common to the general methods of measuring
teacher efficiency, the information having been obtained by a q.uestion-
naire sent out to a limited number of superintendents.
Aim of chapter.- The chapter will attempt to show, through numerous
q.uotations and excerpts, what concepts and attitudes educators hold con-
cerning the value, need, and purpose of a method for measuring teacher
efficiency, and to show how controversial is the problem.
Need for a method.- There is a need for a method of measuring teach-
er efficiency when we consider the problems related to the improvement
of teachers in service, to the determination of teacher promotion, or
dismissal, or selection, or to the adjusting of the salary schedule
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2abased on teacher merit. Educational literature abounds with schemes
and methods for administrative purposes but they are too subjective
and unreliable. In referring to the need of a scientific method,
Bossing says, "It is q.uite evident. ... that a careful analysis of our
criterion has not been a matter of concern by students of this
subject.” i/
Perhaps there can be no really objective method of measuring
teacher efficiency when human Judgment is called into play, but we
should have a means of evaluating the q^ualities which constitute
teacher merit that are as near to an impersonal character as it is
possible to obtain.
Engleman says by way of encouragement:
"I think there is no reason for discouragement because most
rating schemes today are largely subjective. Every capable
and skilled critic or supervisor succeeds in utilizing
some sort of a scale or rating system as a standard of
excellence. Standards that are admittedly subjective, work.
They have long done' so, ... .While we must supplement them as
rapidly as we know how to do it with something perhaps more
reliable because more objective, we need to remind ourselves
that a large part of the best of any teacher* s influence
and ministry cannot be measured successfully by anj: sort of
standard, sub Jective ,or objective, until years after the
teaching is done.** ^
While it may be conceded that the beat part of any teacher *s
worth is measured by the growth of pupil achievement in subject
matter, yet, other q^ualities of a more subtle nature which involve
U ]Jelson L. Bossing, "Teacher-Aptitude Tests and Teacher Selection",
Research in Higher Education, Bulletin No. 12, 1931, p. 121.
2/ J. 0. Engleman, "The Place of Objective Standards in Judging
Student Teaching", Educational Administration and Supervision,
17:328, May ^931.
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social as well as academic grov/th need to be considered from botn
tJie teacner and pupil viewpoint. The classroom situation must be
the focal point of any study dealing v/ith teacner merit. It is
here tnat many of the variables which iniluence a Judgment may be
controlled while tnat which occurs outside tne classroom is rela-
tively invalid and uncontrollable.
Scope of study . --This study is primarily interested in judg-
ing validly, reliably, and objectively the qualities of merit of
teachers in service, yet, it must consider also those qualities
by v;hich teachers are selected for their initial work. Literature
of recent date upon this subject of measuring efficiency is hot
too abundant and new ideas of a constructive, scientific nature
are seldom proposed
.
At present the trend of educators is to
treat measuring methods only for supervisory purposes. The validity
of such findings, in the writer's mind, even for supervision is
questionable for no valid, reliable, or objective method has been
produced. The following comment made in the Research Bulletin of
the National Education Association shows that some importance is
attached to measuring teacher efficiency in service.
"Additional study of present practices in locating, selecting,
and appointing teachers may not be needed, but it seems
evident that studies to ascertain the best criteria for
precluding. ... and for appraising the v/ork of teachers already
in service should be undertaken by some educational agency.
Several questions need to be ansv/ered. Among these are: (1)
What constitutes teaching success? (2) How may the success
of teachers in service be measured? Vi/hen these questions are
answered, the problem of t-cacher selection will be well on
its v/ay to solution." i/
^ "Administrative Practices iVffecting Classroom Teachers",
National Survey of Secondary Education, 10:115, March, 1932,
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Although this comment indicates the need for further study
in order to obtain criteria for measuring the merit of teachers
already employed, yet no mention is made of the reason or purpose
of such a method.
Purpose of measuring teacher merit
.
--Educators do not agree
that the purpose of measuring teacher merit is for promotion,
retention, or salary-schedule adjustment. The current opinion
of textbooks and educators is that measurements should be used
as a supervisory function for diagnosing and correcting the faults
and difficulties of teachers and teaching technique. V/eber says
the only legitimate purpose of any rating scale is to further
the maintenance of an attitude of co-operative endeavor and he
mentions, "Still 43 per cent of the cities have some kind of
formal rating scale but only 10 per cent use such a scheme as a
basis for a differentiation in salary. "i/'
This statement was recorded two years after the Research
Bulletin of the Rational Education Association stated, "A smaller
or at least no larger per cent of cities now rate teachers than
did three years ago. ..g/ The contradiction implied by these two
statements would indicate that interest in measuring teacher merit
is still maintained. ,<\n editorial of a more recent date, in
speaking about those teachers who ought to be removed because
they are a hindrance to a school system, says:
1/ Oscar F. Weber, "Problems in Public School Administration",
New York, The Century Company, 1930, p. 259,
^ Ibid.

5
.
"Thr solution of the prohlem it would seem, lies in the
modernization and legal acceptance of periodic appraisals
of the efficiency and professional spirit of teachers.
Such appraisals must include not merely the judgment of
principals and superintendent s on the personality and general
interest of teachers. It may well include the directly
measurable, teaching results observed in passing mar.ks,
results of achievement tests,
It is fair to assume that if a valid and reliable method
could be devised, more emphasis would be placed upon using the
results of such a method as a basis for salary adjustment, promo-
tion, and dismissal of teachers. The problem of measuring teacher
efficiency is still an active one although not many educators are
doing active v/orlc in this field. The recent Kappa Delta Pi
research publicati on^and the following quotation indicates fairly
conclusively that the problem still is unsolved and that the trend
is towards the use of measuring efficiency for the supervision and
improvement of teachers.
"The results of supervisory tests given periodically for
the purpose of checking the efficiency of the teacher's
instruction should be revealed to the classroom teacher
in terms of specific suggestions for the further improve-
ment of the situation."^
'Hhile the present purpose of measuring teacher efficiency has
been pointed out, yet this purpose will be frustrated if confusion
as to the meaning of the terms or items used in a method is present.
Shall the Teacher-Tenure Laws be Amended?", American School
Board Journal. 90:43, May 1935.
^ W. H.^Lancelot^ A. 3. Barr, T. L. Torgerson, et al. The Measure-
ment of Teaching Kfficiency
.
The MacMillan Co, Hew York~1935, p.l39,
^ Harry A. Sreen and Albert IT. Jorgenson, The Use and Intrrpre tation
P— Scho ol Tests , Longmans, Creen and Company
,
W, Y.
, 1935
, p , 532
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Heed for def inition . --Sorenson, in h.is study of intelligence
and teaching success, found that the lack of correlation between
the two items was caused by the unreliability due to lack of defi-
nite standards and the lack of defining subtle, intangible, and
elusive traits such as co-operation and enthusiasm, i/ One reason
for the unreliability of rating scales has been this personal
factor of subjective judgment. Until variables such as this one
in v/hich almost any interpretation can be given as to v/hat enthu-
siasm really is or consists of, depending upon the judge, no valid
or reliable results will be obtained, When it is possible for
enthusiasm to imply happiness, zealousness, confidence, energy,
leadership, or any other meaning v/hich the individual cares to
read into the interpre tat ion, it is not surprising that not much
progress has been shovm in this field,
Furfey claims that the analyzed components of a general trait
become more reliable when the trait is broken up into a number of
specific factors, i/ and Williams says:
"If ratings are to be reliable, definitions of items should be
in terms of what a person does. The first step in the diagnosis
is that of discovery; therefore, the initial emphasis should
be on description rather than on interpre tation or judgment.*'^
w Herbert Sorenson, 'UVhy Teaching Success Does Not Correlate Highly
with Measured Intelligence", Educational Administration and Super -
vision
.
15:602-06, Nov. 1929,
^ ?. H. Furfey, "An Improved Rating Scale Technique", Journal of
Educational Psychology
,
17:45-8, Jan. 1926
i
^ Eula S, Williams, "A Personality Rating Form for Elementary-School
Pupils", Elementary School Journal
, 54:23, Sept, 1933,
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It is evident that definition of qualities so as to control
as many subjective factors as possible should be one of the funda-
mental steps in the construction of a valid^ objective, and reliable
method. Some scientific method would be necessary if public
education based on a civil service idea as advocated by Lewis
should ever take place. i/ Such a method could also be made the
basis for salary increments.
Use of a Valid and Reliable Method
Salary Schedule Based on Merit . --The only scientific approach
to the creation of a salary-schedule seems to be by means of
measuring teacher efficiency. If a reliable method for such a
purpose could be established, much of the difficulty in making the
adjustments which are necessary by superintendent s in order to
retain or dismiss their teachers would be avoided. A salary-
schedule based on valid, reliable, and objective data concerning
a teacher's ability or worth to a school and community would elim-
inate to a great degree the political influences so prevalent in
the school systems today. Many systems boast of a schedule based
on teacher merit but the criterion of this merit is usually experi-
ence and training. Automatic salary increases are the rule rather
than the exception and a teacher usually is advanced a fixed sum
for every year of service up to a specified maximum amount. Hov/
efficient a teacher may be is uncertain but studies claim that the
E. Lewis, "Desirable Principles of Teachers' Salary Schedules
American School Board Journal
, 80:45, May 1930.
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.
maximum period for reaching a high degree of teaching
efficiency
is from six to eight years. With the automatic salary increase
based on experience and length of service, no adequate or scientific
knowledge can be ascertained concerning a teacher's efficiency.
Experience and training are two criteria for judging a
teacher’s worth but how much more scientific could a salary schedule
be which not only considered these two items but also included as
its basis a reliable measure of teaching efficiency. It would
seem that teaching ability would not stagnate at the end of a decade
of work under such conditions for those not professionally inclined
would be dismissed from their positions. With such data to presexir
to the school committee and community it might be possible to
eventually prove that the teaching occupation is entitled to
salaries comparable to the other professions. It is worth the
effort, and a valid, reliable, and objective method for measuring
teacher efficiency seems to be the point of attack, towards v/hich
these educators should turn who desire a schedule based on scientific
principles
,
The remarks of several educators indicate that merit is to be
considered in salary schedule adjustments,
ITev/lon say, "We must in the near future work out a practicable
plan of paying teachers on the basis of merit. Up to the present
time, we have not solved that problem. ,.1/
IJ Jesse II
.
"ev/lon, "Salary Differences, If Any, Based on the Rank
or Class of the Teacher", Addresses and Proceedings of the National
Education Association, 59:841, 1921,
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Corson has the same attitude when he states, "Demonstrated
personal power combined with scholarship constitutes the right basis
for salary reward."
Goslin says:
"It seems that the pay which teachers receive should be de^
pendent upon their degree of success .... The only answer is
....that no fair, accurate, and satisfying method has been
determined for measuring a teacher’s success. Until some
accurate means of measuring has been devised, it is futile
to attempt to unite a teacher-rating plan with a salary-
schedule. "£/
Ruediger, Judged by his comment, is against basing a salary
increase upon teacher- rating:
"The administration of a salary- schedule, if it is to induce
and maintain a wholesome morale, must operate impersonally
and to a great extent automatically. It must rest on prin-
ciple rather than on an annual recurrence of personal .Judg-
ment, no matter how fair this Judgment aim* to be." ^
A spitit of co-operation between teachers and superintendents is
implied by Lindsay when he favors a salary schedule based on a
measurement of merit. He says:
"But the estimation of the teacher’s value to the district
is the ultimate key to the salary situation.lt cannot bo
neglected. A sound salary policy cannot be built without
it. The school administrator ....if he does not care, or .
thinks it inadvisable at any given time to face the
situation, he may as well leave the salary (question alone
and allow salary determinations to proceed along the old
haphazard, unbusinesslike, unscientific, wasteful and
inefficient channels. ^
^ David B. dors on, "The Relation of Scholarship and Growth inScholarship to Merit and Pay", Addresses and Proceedings of the
National Education Association, 69:838, 1921.
^ H. Goslin, "A Salary Schedule for Teachers in a City of Forty
Tnousand", American School Board Journal, 60:37, Oct. 1924.
3/ W. C. Ruediger, "Rating Teachers", School and Society, 20:26b
August 30, 1924.
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Channels. If a teacher-rating scale is to he adopted, the
teachers of the system should know on what points they are
to he Judged, and what weight the points are to have. The
points and weighting are wrong unless they present a de-
tailed measure of a good teacher. Co-operation is a real
reason for superintendent or hoard making known the methods
hy which their teachers are Judged* Efficient salary sch-
edule adjustments demand /the use of rating scales of
success in teaching. ”
It is interesting to note that Lindsay believed that the teachers
should know on what basis they were Judged and also what value was
assigned to that Judgment. A suggestion hy the First Yearbook of the
National Education Association that, "After all, it is the position
and not the person which should determine the salary." 2/ is potent
with possibilities hut is limited, in the writer* s opinion, because
no definite criteria for Judging the economic value of a position is
available. The position of headmaster, for example, may pay a large
salary in one school system and a small salary in another. The
positions are identical but the economic factor (variable) influences
the salary. No progress can be made alon£ this line until a scientific
basis for rewarding teacher merit is created so that the association
of mefit with salary is valid and reliable.
V E. E. Lindsay, Problems in School Administration, New York,
fne MacMillan Company, pp.lb'7-<2hl.
2/ "How the Single Salary Schedule Appeals to the Teacher,"
Department of Classroom Teachers, p*49, July 1926.
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Summary
The different concepts of various educators in regard to the
measuring of teacher efficiency haVe^een presented. The fact has
also been mentioned that a comparison will be made in a later
chapter between the criteria common to the general methods for
measuring teacher merit and data furnished by some Massachusetts
superintendents in their replies to a questionnaire sent out by
the writer.
Bossing has claimed that a careful analysis of the criteria
for judging teacher efficiency has been neglected, and Engleman
has expressed the opinion that the best results of a teacher's
labor cannot be measured successfully until years after the teaching
act. The writer, while conceding that the best part of a teacher's
worth should be measured in terms of pupil achievement, and while
he does recognize that other factors of a more social nature ought
to be considered, yet he believes the focal point of any study for
the purpose of devising a method for measuring teacher efficiency
should be in the classroom situation. \Vhat occurs outside is
relatively invalid.
The scope of the study has been limited principally to the
measurement of teacher efficiency in service, while the aim is to
summarize and interpret such material on the subject as the writer
believes will perhaps be of some value for further study and
experimentation
.
In the course of the chapter, the 1928 Research Bulletin of the
national Education Association has been quoted as raising the
SBT/
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baffling question, ''Vi/bat constitutes teaching success?'', and it
has also advocated that studies should be undertaken to ascertain
the best criteria for judging teachers in service. V/eber claims
the only legitimate purpose of a rating scale is to increase the
spirit of co-operation, and that only 10 per cent cf those cities
having some type of rating method use it as a basis for salary
differences. Reference has been made to two recent publications,
one by the Kappa Delta Pi society and the other by the co-authors
Green and Jorgenson, showing that the problem of how to establish
a valid and reliable method for measuring a teacher's efficiency
still remains unsolved, and that the present trend is toward the
use of measuring devices for supervisory purposes.
Sorenson found that the reason for no correlation between
intelligence and teaching success has been the inability of the
one doing the judging to grasp the meaning or concept of what
constitutes such subtle traits as co-operation, enthusiasm and
others of an intangible nature. The inferred conclusion is that
all the items or qualities on a measuring device must be so defined
that the variable of personal interpretation v/ill not be read into
the meaning, Furfey found that the analyzed components of a general
trait are more reliable when the trait is broken into specific
factors, and Ilewlon, Corson, Goslin, Lindsay, and Ruediger have been
quoted to show that a salary schedule based upon the results of
measuring teacher merit is plausible even if not possible under
existing circumstances.
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The First Yearbook of the National Education Association has
suggested that the position command the salary instead of the man,
hut the writer believes the primary need is for a valid and reliable
method for determining teacher merit before any relation between
position and salary can be scientifically established. Although
it is impossible to definitely settle here, or to come to any conclu
sions as to which course or group of ideas should be followed,
nevertheless it is apparent that the need for a valid, reliable,
and objective method still exists and that a salary schedule based
on merit cannot be scientific until such a method is devised. The
following chapter will give a brief review of what others have done
in the earlier years of the movement.
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CHAPTER II
A BRIEF HISTORY OF RATING TEACHER IJERIT
Methods Before 1915-
Deflnitlon of terms. - The three terms of ability, merit and
efficiency will be used at various times throughout this study with
the meaning being identical. They are indicative of the general nature
or attributes of a teacher Judged to be successful in the profession.
The degree of teacher success, of course, is variable and relative.
The earlier administrators who were interested in knowing what
their teachers were doing or were capable of doing, made no practical
use of their findings for administrative purposes. It was not until
the movement had become popular that educators with a professional
spirit for their work began to consider teacher- rat ing as a basis for
supervision, promotion, or dismissal of their teaching staff. Even
then opinion was divided as to the value of such practises
,
and there
still exists today the belief that such methods are too uncertain and
unreliable for other than supervisory, self-improvement purposes.
The premier contribution in the field of teacher rating was by
Meriam.
Initial effort. - Meriara’s work in this field is considered to be
the first major attempt at solving the problem of measuring a teacher’s
merit. The estimates of principals were taken as the best available
mark for measuring efficiency and the marks of scholarship and
practise teaching were taken from the school records of all the
graduates of five normal schools from 1898-1902.
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He did not attempt to make a score card nor did he use his findings
in any administrative capacity. His criteria was based on :
1. Scholarship during the normal school course
2. Rank in practise teaching during that course
3. Length of teaching experience
After Meriam's contribution, interest in rating teachers appar-
ently lay dormant for five years for nothing more was accomplished
until Eliot’s plan appeared in 1910.
Weighted score card. - Eliot compiled a score card with minimal
values assigned to the several q.ualities which were grouped under the
y
various headings as:
Physical Efficiency Total-12 points
a. Impress ions-general 2 It
b. Health, etc. 2 n
Moral-Native Efficiency " 14 ?t
a. Self-control 2 It
etc.
Administrative Efficiency " 10 ft
a. Initiative, etc. 2 ti
I^namic Efficiency " 24 n
a. Preparation, etc. 4 »t
Projected Efficiency 6 rt
a. Continuing preparation, etc. 2 It
Achieved Efficiency 24 tt
a. Achievement, etc. 8 ti
Social Efficiency 10 tl
a. Intramural interests , etc
.
2 ft
El. E. Lewis
,
Personnel Problems
e Century Company, 1925, p. 192.
of the Teaching Staff”, New York,
2/ "The Supervision of City Schools", Twelfth Yearbook of the
ffatienal Society for the Study of Education
.
Bloomington. Illinois
,
The Public School Publishing Company, 1923, Part 1, pp. 68-69.
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This schedule indicates a practical belief that there is a
possibility of drawing up plans and criteria which v;ould show those
elements and qualities that are considered necessary in the equip-
ment of a teacher. It is the forerunner of some present-day rating-
scales which attempt to define each item of the scale so that a
minimum of subjectivity or personal bias will be present to influence
the judgment.
About this time two oth^r educators made a contribution,
Ruediger and Strayer, in attempting to answer the questions, ••'ii/hat
are the fundamental qualities of teachers that should receive
scientific and admini strat ivc attention?" and^ "Vi/hat is their rela-
tive importance and how may they be determined?", based their
decisions on the following list of criteria: 1/
Education
Years of Teaching Experience
General teaching merit
Health
Initiative
personality
Teaching skill
Ability to carry out suggestions
Accord between teacher and pupil
Progressive scholarship
Social factors outside the classroom
A little later Hughes enlarged upon the schemes of his prede-
cessors by adding more items to the list upon which teachers v/ere
to be rated; but it was not until 1915 that another contribution,
an outstanding one of its kind, was submitted.
1/ E. E, Lewis, Op, Git. p. 193.
^ Ibid, p.194.
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A definite purpose . --Boyce formulated a score card for rating
teachers which covered 45 different qualities grouped ui.der five
main headings as:y
Personal Equipment
Social ”
Professional Equipment
Teciinique of Teaching
He suits
He hoped to eliminate the rating of teachers on snap judgment,
personal preference, comparison, political influence, and other
factors of a subjective nature and he believed his method was a
fairly scientific one for determining the promotion and vocational
guidance of teachers. He also used a five point plan as: Very poor^
poor, medium, good, or excellent, for forming a judgment in respect
to each of the forty-five qualities listed.
This plan, created with a definite purpose in view, shov/s that
the problem of measuring teacher efficiency had become a worthv/hile
one ten years after its inception by Meriam, At that time, and
even today, much emphasis is placed upon measuring the personal
attributes of a teacher rather than the results of her teaching,
A different plan, hov/ever, v;as presented in 1916,
Methods After 1915
"Results of teaching” plan . --Connor * devised a method based
on the following principles:^ (l) Teaching, not teachers, should
^ A , G . Boy c e , "Methods of Measuring Teachers' Efficiency",'
Eourteenth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
i!ciucation
,
Chicago, Univ, of Chicago Press. 1915," Part TT
.
^ jUT, L, Connor, "A New Method of Hating Teachers", Journal of
Educational Hesearch, 1:3S8, May 1920.
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te rated, (2) Teaching is rated in terms of results only, (3)
Results may be subjectively or objectively graded as inferior,
below average, average, above average, or superior, but only in
reference to the amount of improvement made and the ability to
improve acq.uired by the particular group. He grouped the results of
teaching under the following heads which are defihed and given in
detail in the original plan. The main headings are:
1. Thinking
2. Knowledge and skill
3. Initiative
4. Morale
5. Emotional reaction
6. Effectual self-control in situations
socially significant
7. Deportment
It may be assumed, without any valid evidence, that the more
recent concepts which have considered measuring teacher’s ability
upon pupil achievement may have owed their originality to this
plan. Another method was produced by Rugg four years later with
still a different purpose in mind.
Self-improvement score card. - Rugg made a score card in 1920
1/
which consisted of two forms
,
A and B. Form A has q.uestions which
appertain to the degree to whieh a teacher possesses certain qual-
ities or has carried out certain activities. It is intended fund-
amentally as a means of self-improvement through self-rating.
His form B.is a device for assigning numerical ratings to
teachers based upon a teacher-t ©-teacher or man-to-man comparison.
F h!. 0. Rugg, "Self-Improvement of Teachers through Self-Rating;Hew Scale for Rating Teachers* Efficiency", Elementary School
Journal
,
19:670, May 1920.
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T .e very best teacher whom one knows is used as the highest standard
for purposes of comparison; the lowest standard is that of the
poorest teacher. Hugg groups his questions under five heads as:
1. Skill in teaching
2. Skill in the mechanics of managing a class
3. Team-work qualities
4. Qualities of growth and keeping up-to-date
5. Personal and Social qualities.
He gives the best teacher rated a numerical value of 38, the
better than average teacher a 32, and the poorest teacher a value
of 6, An example is given of only one item.
1. Skill in teaching
Best teacher 38
Better than average 32
Average 30
Poorer than average 14
Poorest teacher 6
This method is similar to Eliot’s in that numerical values
are given to the ratings which enable the rater to score his
results easily. The validity of such a method is questionable
when based upon subjective interpretations as the man-to-man prin-
ciple indicates.
A device similar to many of our present day ones for testing
the psychological and professional knov/ledge of teachers was
brought out two years later by Knight and Pranzen.
Elementary teachers’ test .—Knight and Pranzen in 1922 devised
a test for elementary school teachers which consisted of seven pages
of questions grouped under 36 divisions. i/ These questions were
1/ E. E. Lewis, Op. Cit. p,198.
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designed to test the professional knowlege v/hich the teacher
possessed. One example is given as follows:
"If a question is asked by the pupil that you don't know how
to ansv/er, what would you do? Put a cross before the one of
these statements vihich best describes what you would do".
1. Tell the child you don't know.
2. Give him any answer that comes into your head,
3. Tell him to wait a minute and then look it up,
4. Go and ask the principal.
5. Tell him to look it up.
6. Tell him it's a foolish question.
Such a test may be desirable for self-diagnosis but it v/ould
be too cumbersome for actual classroom use. It is not a score card
and it is given here to show how educators have diversified their
methods in the attempt to help out the teaching situation. The
last plan to be presented is in the form of a score card based on
a percentage basis.
The Indiana Method .—The Indiana certification of teachers with
experience is based on a score card dealing with qualities conferred
by training and a measure of the native qualities of personality
possessed by the teacher. It consists of the following items based
on a total value of 100 per cent,
A.' Personality 20
1. Physical
2, Mental
3,
As a student 15
1. Lines of study pursued
2. Lectures attended
3. Vacation schools attended
^ "The Supervision cf City Schools", Op.Cit.p.66
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C. Professional Pevrlopme nt 15
L, As an instructor 20
1, Preparation
2, Presentation
3, Comparison of interpretation
based on childrens’ experiences
4, Generalizations
5, Application
E. Government 15
P. Community interest 15
It might be said in passing, that item "D. bears a strong
resemblance to Morrison’s theory of teaching technique. It can
be seen that all the methods which have been briefly reviewed are
generally of an individualistic nature. They represent difierent
ideas of what educators believe a score card or other device for
measuring teacher efficiency should be. There are no norms or
mean based upon a nation-wide study, nor does there seem to be. a
reliable method devised lor scientii ically weighing items of quality
Ho one has as yet determined just hov^ much ol an influence any
particular trait or characteristic has upon the success of a
teacher. Pr
.
Chasseli/ attempted such an effort in her v/ork at
Columbia University but found no high correlations from v/hich she
could draw a valid conclusion. The trend at present seems to be
for measuring teacher efficiency through the results produced in
pupil behavior and achievement,
^ T . Somers, "Pedagogical Prognosis: Predicting the Success of
Prospective Teachers", Hew York, Teachers College, Corombia
University
-y Contribution to Education
,
Ho. 140, 19237~PP~~^-69.
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Lewis says:
"In my judgment, the most important problem before the
teaching profession today is the definition of what good
teaching is in terms of the effects to be produced in
children and the development of standard tests of teaching-
ability based on these def initions . "i/
The teaching act offers a more objective basis, together with
pupil achievement, than does any attempt to estimate teacher evalu-
ation based on personal qualities, McCall has formulated a few
principles for rating teachers v/ith such a concept in mind,
McCall’s the sis , --McCall has summarized v/hat he believes are
fundamental assumptions underlying a scientific procedure for rating
and promoting teachers. Desirable changes in the pupils is the
basis upon which he would judge his teachers’ efficiency. Vi/hat
these DSSIilASLE changes are or should be is not mentioned.
Apparently administrators are expected to form their own opinions
as to what constitutes "desirable changes", and this is prob'ably
one reason why such an atmosphere of vagueness surrounds the whole
field of measuring teacher merit, McCall’s theory is as follov/s:
1, The pupil is the center of gravi ty , , , , of the educational
system
,
2, All the desirable paraphernalia of education exists for
just one purpose, to make desirable changes in pupils,
3, The worth of these,,,, can be measured in just one way, by
determining how many desirable changes they can make
in pupils,
4, Hence the only just basis for selecting and promoting
teachers is the changes made in pupils,
5, Teachers are at present selected and promoted primarily on
the basis of their attributes, such as intelligence,
personality, physical appearance, voice, ability in
penmanship, and the like.
ij E, E, Lewis, Op, Cit. p,204.
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6, !^o one iias demonstrated just what causal relationship, if
any, exists "between possession of these various
attributes and desirable changes in pupils,
7, Scientific measurement itself is fair only when v/e measure
the amount of desirable change produced in pupils by
a given teacher. The nr asuremrnt , , , ,requires both
initial and final tests,
8, Scientific measurement is fair only when we measure amount
of change produced in a standard time
,
9, Scientific measurement is fair only wh? n we measure amount
of change produced in standard pupils,
10.
Scientific measurement is fair only when the measurement is
complete. Absolute completeness would require a
measurement of the amount of changes made in children’
purposes as well as their abilities.^
sraniARY
The theories and plans for measuring teacher efficiency listed
in this chapter are only a few of the more prominent attempts that
have sought to solve the problem. 7/hilc these plans have not proven
their validity, reliability, or objectivity yet they havr done much
toward crystallizing thought on the subject, and to prove to educators
that the answer as to how the efficiency of a teacher can be
measured is still unknov/n. The methods v;hich have been briefly
reviewed arc illustrative.
Since the early part of the twentieth century, educators have
been contributing plans for measuring teacher efficiency. The
pioneer attempt was by Meriam in 1905. He used no score card and
based his judgment on scholarship, practice teaching, and experience.
Eliot, however, compiled a card with values (points) assigned
to the various qualities, Ruediger and Strayer, Hughes, and Boyce
William A. He Call, ^'How to Measure in Education' ^. Hev\^ York, The
MacMillan Company, 1927, p.l52.
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were later contrilDutors, with Boyce formulating a score card con-
taining forty-five items considered as necessary qualifications for
teaching. He used a five-point scale described as "from very poor"
to "excellent" and the purpose of his plan was to serve as a basis
for the promotion and vocational guidance of teachers. This plan
was outstanding in 1915.
In 1916, Connor followed Boyce, using also a five-point scale
and emphasizing the fact that teaching and not teachers should be
rated. Rugg produced his double form score card in 1920 based on
the purpose of self-improvement; he weighed the items similar to
Eliot and used the "man to man" basis for making his measurements'.
Knight and Franzcn contributed a test for elementary school
teachers in 1922 designed to ascertain the professional knowledge
of teachers, and a year later the Indiana method based on training
and personality qualities with the items weighted on a percentage
basis was produced.
McCall’s theory based upon pupil achievement measured through
scientific procedures is also mentioned. He stresses the need for
controlling such experimental variables as: teachers, time, pupils,
for giving initial and final tests, and for complete measurement.
Educators have recognized the fact that there should be some
systematic method for evaluating teacher efficiency. V/hether the
purpose of such measurement is to improve teachers in service; to '
\
serve as a basis for promotion or dismissal; or to give merit as the
criteria for salary schedule adjustment .... thi s does not matter....
the need is obvious.
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.
Interest in measuring teacher efficiency did not increase for
five years after Meriam’ s initial contribution and I^liot’s method
was probably the forerunner of our present day rating scales which
attempt to define their items so as to eliminate ambiguity and
subjective interpretation. The personal attributes and the results
of pupil achievement have been considered as valid criteria for
judging teacher ability and the writer has questioned the validity
of a method such as Rugg's when based upon the subjective, man-to~
man principle. Reference has also been made to Dr, Chassel's v/ork
to show that no-one has determined the influence of any particular
trait upon the teacher's success.
Most educators should realize that there must be a definite
knowledge of the constituents of good teaching before any criteria
that may be considered valid as a means of measuring teacher merit
can be set up. With this in mind, therefore, the following chapter
will discuss those elements, items, or qualities of merit that have
been considered, both in theory and practice, b;> people who have
been actively engaged in the task, as absolutely necessary for
teaching success. ITo evidence is shown that these earlier workers
in this field ever based a salary schedule on the results of their
f indings
,
If a reliable, valid and objective method could be constructed,
school administrators would have no further difficulties in the
adjusting of teachers' salaries.
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^CHAPTER III
MORE RECENT CONCEPTS ABOUT IfflABURING TEACHER MERIT
Standardization Necessary
Purpose of chapter« » The previous chapters have shown the purpose
and need for a method of measuring teacher efficiency. Some of the
more recent ideas and theories will now be presented ao that a de-
finite knowledge of the basic criteria necessary for the formulation
of a valid, reliable, and objective method may be obtained. The
writer realizes the magnitude of the problem and his own limitations
in attempting to present all the factors involved in such a study,
but it is hoped that at least the majon ifactors will illustrate
sufficiently the fundamental principles.
Need for standardization.- Opinions as to whAt items are essential
for teaching success have been gathered together in many studies that
have sought a basic criteria for Judging efficient teaching. These
opinions have coincided in respect to some ciuality of good teaching
quite frequently, but the importance of such qualities has been
assigned different grades, values, or weight. Betts gives an explana-
tion as;
’’Sooner or later, in most of the controversial issues regarding
the education of a teacher, the question is asked, ’How effect-
ive is this teacher?’ As often as the question is asked, it is
answered, but no two people give the same answer. The philos-
ophy of the person doing the rating, acquaintance with the
teacher and other factors influence the estimate. Each propo-
nent of a different plan or program of teacher education has a
different answer. Such confusion in thinking causes much edu-
cational effort to be at cross-purposes. Clarity o| thinking
is much needed so that concerted effort may be directed toward
a solution of this important problem. By what scales are per-
sons measuring the effectiveness of teaching? The answer
-2T6-
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answer at present seems to "be that each measurer has his ov/n
unique measuring stick. The repute in v/hich a teacher is held
h/ one measurer may he entirely different from that of another,
and a reputation for being an effective teacher may he quite
independent of technical skill as a teacher, ”i/
Individual effort in this field should not he condoned because
it has led to confusion in thinking hut it ought to function on
principles scientifically established from controlled experimenta-
tion, The two following quotations serve to emphasize the need of
a standard,
Almy says, "One of the most potent reasons for unreliability
of teacher ratings is the failure to standardize the steps of the
rating devices used.
The 1928 Bulletin of the School of Education of Indiana
University contributes:
"Experiment has revealed the fact that if the measures of these
less tangible behavior traits even approach reliability and
validity, at least these conditions must be met: (l) the rater,
the one who estimates the amount of a given trait in another,
of these behavior characteristics, must define and use some
sort of a fixed standard by means of which to compare the
behavior observed
Hughes sets forth some general principles illustrating quite
well the need for standardization and definition of items if a
measuring instrument is to be obtained for either subjective
characteristics of a teacher’s personality or objective facts in
teaching technique. His principles are:
1/ G. L, Betts, "Philosophy in the Measurement of Teaching Ability",
School Life. 17:168, May 1932
H, C, Almy, "A Teacher-Rating Scale of Determined Reliability and
Validity", Educational Administration and Supervision
, 10:162, Mar ,1930
Method for Studying the Unmeasured Traits of an Individual ",
4:66, July 1928
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1. Unity of def inition . . . .I'very item in the rating scale must
he defined clearly.
p BehaYioristic definiton Every item. should he defined interms of behavior.
3 Relation to si tuati cn .... Opportunity must he
present to
exercise the desired trait.
4. Relativity in rating. .. .Compari sons from a
standard.^
As the automobile industry has standardization throughout its
system, so should our educational systems have such standardization
in their methods for measuring teacher merit. Definition of the
items or qualities of merit are an integral part of the standard-
ization process for individual opinion undefined is unsound.
Need for Group Judgment .
—
’'ilhcn Leonardo DaVinci v/as painting
his Battle of Anghiari on the wall of the Council Hall in Florence
the head of the Republic complained that the artist had made v/ar
look revolting. Leonardo proposed that the citizens decide by vote
whether his picture was good or bad.
"Firstly, because the certainty is mathematical--you have only
to count the votes to knov/ the truth. Secondly, every intelli-
gent man, if he be alone, is apt to fall into error; whereas
ten or twenty thousand fallible mortals convened together
cannot make any mistake,"^
Here, in the fifteenth century, is evidence that combined group
judgment is the only valid method of estimating the merit of a thing.
Opinions of more recent date arc also consistent in the belief that
more than one rater should measure teacher merit. Just how many
people should be involved is not known nor definitely stated.
^ Harding Hughes, "General Principles and Results of Rating
Trait Characteristics", Journal of Bducational Method
,
4:421-32,
June 1925,
^ Editorial— "Against Stupidity", Boston Sunday Globe, March S, 1936
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because educators have no scientific basis for defending their
opinions. The
•
principle of group judgment applies, however, both
to the individual cases where a teacher is being rated and also to
a study needed today to determine definitely what criteria should
constitute a standard method for measuring teacher efficiency.
Jacobs mentions that; "The most reliable criterion at the
present time,,,, is the conscientious and deliberate opinion of
competent judges. "i/
Strebel says:
"There are no adequate objective measures of philosophic
teaching. Judgment of results must be wholly subjective
and therefore subject to wide fluctuations of opinion.
The commonly accepted safeguard to be used under such
conditions is the check afforded by group judgment."^
A study by Towner of recent date, found that observation and
judgments of super intendents and their assistants were the two
criteria chiefly used in fifty-three cities to determine the evalua-
tion of principals
It thus appears that there must be a definite standardized method
for measuring teacher efficiency and that such a method must be based
not upon any individualistic measure but upon group judgment.
^ C . L , Jacobs, "The Relation of the Teacher's Education to Her
Effectiveness", Hew York, Teachers College, Columbia University,
Contribution to Education, Ho, 277, 1928, p.25,
^ R. F. Strebel, "Purposes of Evaluation of Student Teaching",'
Educational Administration and Supervision
,
17:340, May 1931,
3/ Earl M. Towner, " The national Elementary Principal" , Bulletin of
the Department of Elementary School Principals of national Education
Association, 15:14-16, Feb. 1936.
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The criteria upon which group judgment is to be exercised for
measuring teacher ability is unlimited and confusing when they are
established on general concepts held by individual ’educators
.
Barr and Itaans found in their study of 209 rating scales that a
great variety of items was used to characterize teaching and
teaching ability; that these items were undefined, and that tnc
social and personal traits of a teacher were mentioned more fre-
quently than all the otner traits.^
Such a diversity of opinion, lack of knowing just v/hat a term
means, and the biased selection of social and personal traits as
implied in the above report iAi^e3 reasonj why a different attack
must be made on this question of measuring efficiency if any further
progress is to be made in this field. In the writer’s opinion,
delimitation of rating scale items by means of definition and
common understanding brought about through a national experiment
under central control should be the initial step. '.Vhat some of
these items may be which will constitute the criteria deemed essen-
tial will be illustrated by saraplings of no definite validity or
reliability, and limited both as to the number of items and to the
number of examples.
Constituent Q,ualities
Q.ualities of Merit Listed by Students .--From time to time
studies have been made with 'the assistance of the student body of an
institution as to the qualities of a good teacher, A fev/ examples
l/TT S. Barr and Lester Smans, "V/hat (Qualities are Prerequisites
to Success in Teaching?", ITations Schools
,
6:60-64, Sept. 1920.
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of such efforts will not be out of place here* Although a variety of
opinions will be expressed, yet it is noticeable that some of the
items are similar.
Newraark obtained the following list from 223 pupils u
Best teachers Poorest
1* Skillful in ^Getting ideas across
2* Human
3* Impartail
4* Good disciplinarian
5* Sympathetic
Weak in ’getting etc.*
Lacks self-control
Partial
Poor disciplinarian
Lacks common sense
Fiery based his findings on the reports of 370 college students.
Some of his items are similar to those
of opinion is apparent.
of Newmark but discrepancy
Best teachers Poorest
1. Impariality
2* Sympathy
3* Appearance
4* Patience
6. Interest in extra-curricula events
Carelessness
Impatience
Sflbborness
Biscoulrteous
Superiority complex
Macdonald obtained the following from 320 students*
her items is similar to the above examples
Not one of
1. Sense of humor
2* Justice
3* Cosideration
4. Friendliness
5. Appropriate dress
Injustice
Lack of consideration
Poor voice and adaress
Prejudice
Poor appearance
^ David Newmark, "Students* Opinions of their Best and Poorest
Teachers", Elementary School Journal, 29:576, April 1929.
^ Charles D. Flory, "Personality Ratings of Prospective Teachers",Sducational administration and Supervision, 16:135, Feb. 1930.
^ Marion E. Macdonald, "Students* Opinions as Regards Desirable and
TJndesirable Qualifications and Practises of Their Teachers in Teacher-
Training Institutions", Educational IDministration and Supervision,
17:140, Feb. 1931.
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Students, judged by the limited number of examples presented,
place more emphasis upon the teacher's personal characteristics
than they do upon the techniques and mechanics of the teaching
process. This does not mean that a method for measuring teacher
efficiency should give such items of quality more weight than other
criteria. The possibility of such a thing may be considered, but
a larger sampling such as would be offered by a random, cross-
section sampling of the United States would be necessary if the
norms for such criteria were to be valid.
The appended list gives ample proof of the conditions v/ith v/hich
an individual would have to contend if he attempted to form a defi-
nite opinion as to just what item or quality should be included in
a rating scale. The list is taken from the three preceding examples
which have only two items out of the total 15 presented that are
similar. In other words, 87 per cent of the items are different.
If so many differences in opinion appear in these few examples, how
many must there be if one was to check up on every method or study
made? Standardization of terms is necessary if progress is to be
made toward the construction of a valid method. The tv/o similar
terms not given below are "Impartial-Impartiality” and "Sympathy-
Sympathetic"
,
1, Skillful in 'Getting ideas across"
2, Human
3, Good disciplinarian
4, Appearance
5, Patience
6, Interest in extra-curricular activities
7, Sense of humor
8, Justice
9, Consideration
10, Friendliness
11, Appropriate dress
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Since the writer has commented upon the q.ualities mentioned
hy students and has shov.Ti their diversity of opinion, he now pro-
poses to follov/ up the idea in regard to v/hat educators believe
about the subject.
Qualities Listed by Educators . --Englehart and Tucker had edu-
cators prepare a list of traits which they considered significant
for teaching success, 1/ These lists were analyzed and teachers in
the Chicago Public Schools were asked to estimate the relative
importance of these traits. The final list was used to collect dat
from 224 students in the high schools of 6 Teachers Colleges, One
hundred positive traits were submitted to the students in mimeo-
graphed form. They v;ere asked to underline the traits that best
fitted their conceptions of what their best and poorest teacher had
Traits vvhich correlated significantly and positively with the
quality of teaching according to the traits named v/ere:
1, Good Judgment + ,93
2, Clear in Explanation T ,88
3, Respecting Others Opinions t .86
4. Sincere + ,83
5, Impartial + ,83 -
6, Pair + .82
7. Appreciation f .80
8, Interested in Pupils + .80
9, Broad-Minded + .80
10, Ejnows Subject t.79
®
’Strict’ was a quality mentioned £st on the list of forty-six
items and ’ITeat in Appearance’ was listed forty-second. Mention
of the fact is made solely to show that none of the criteria have
been standardized so that each item has a definite rank, weight , or
value
,
y 7^!ax D, Engelhart and Ledyard R, Tucker, "Traits Related to Good
and Poor Teaching", School Review
,
44:28-33, Jan, 1936,
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At present the assignment of a certain weight to any item is
purely an arbitrary and personal matter. As for the above correla-
tions, v/hile they are fairly high, yet, can we accept anything less
than -r.95 if the results arc to be reliable? Hart’s findings,
however, arc in considerable agreement with the above study.
ITichols obtained the opinions of 110 superintendents and head-
masters of Hew Hampshire schools as to their criteria for judging
good teaching. Six items are given below,
1. Has she a good teaching personality?
2. Community leadership?
3. Health?
4. Skill in teaching technique?
5. Scholarship?
6. General culture?^
Chittam also obtained from 86 Massachusetts superintendents a
composite judgment of what they considered were essential qualifica-
tions for a good teacher. A few are given below.
1. Character
2. Personality
3. Training
4
.
He al th
5. Experience
6. Evidence of culture
7. Alertness and enthusiasm
l/ P, V/. Hart, ’’ Teachers and Teaching ”, ITcv/ York, The MacMillan
Company, 1934, pp, 131-32; 250-51; 278-79.
^ A. M, Hichols, "Value and Procedure in Using Schemes for Evalu-
ating Student Teachers with Special Reference to Hew Hampshire "
,
Master’s Theses, Boston, School of Education, Boston Univ. 1932, p. 116’.
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As Chittajn mentions in his study, these qualifications are not
the sole criteria for judging good teaching for such qualities vary
with individual people and, "The finest teachers are those in v/hom
there is a proper balance of desirable qualities".^
How are v;c to judge v/hen a teachei»has a proper balance of
desirable qualities? Upon what valid or reliable basis can we nov/
make such a judgment? Philosophical statements have perhaps as
their purpose the ^^/.^akening of thought upon a subject but something
more tangible and definite must follow these abstractions. The
implications that may be attached to "proper balance of desirable
qualities" could be so diffuse that there would be no limit to the
conjectures expressed and no end to the discussion. Apparently
educators need to check up on thrir ovm opinions and ask themselves,
"Just what is it that I actually want to say?"
A few more examples Y/ill be offered before the writer comments
upon thr present confusion of educators in regard to meaning and
number of qualities involved in an efficiency method.
Barr lists in his book the characteristic differences of good
and poor teachers such as:^
ly H, D. Chittam, " The Selection and Anoointment of Teachers".
Masters Thesis, Boston, School of Education, Boston Univ, 1935, p. 34
^ A. S. Barr, Characteristic Differences in the Teaching Performance
of Good and Poor Teachers of the Social Studies
,
Public School
Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1929, p.l24.
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1. Pupils' interest in subject
2. Physical conditions in room
3. Attitudes of pupils
4. Pupil activity
5. Definite teacher aim
6. Responsiveness of pupil
7. Attitude of teacher
6.
General attitude of teacher and pupil
9. Atmosphere of classroom
10. Skill in tcacP^ing tecimique
.\rmentrout offers still another variation of items.
1. Scholarship
2. Use of English
3. Leadership
4. Instructional skill
5. Psychological method
6. Interest in school life
7 . Loyalty
8 . Voice
9. Profes si onal,growth
10
Initiative i/
These items had the greatest percentage of agreement between
the opinion of training-teachers and superintendents.
Bonser's finding of the qualities desired in teachers by
administrators areiE/
1. Good Judgment
2. Self-control
3. Considerateness
4. Enthusiasm
5. llagnetism
6. Adaptability
7 . Breadth of interest
8. Honesty
9. Co-operation
10.
Refinement
It may be observed that in practically all the examples given
in this chapter no mention has been made about judging a teactier
through the results of pupil growth or achievement. Only v;hat a
teacher is or ought to be, has been used as criteria for measurement'.
B, Armentrout, "The Rating of Teachers by Training Teachers
and Superintendents", Elementary School Journal
,
38 : 511-516, Mar
,
1928
',
^ P. G. Bonser, "Qualities Desired in Teachers by Administrators",
School and Society
,
31:260-262, Pcb. 22, 1930.
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Apparently those educators whose studies have been submitted
I
believed that the personality traits of a teacher are the only crit-
eria worthwhile for measuring teacher merit. The list below shows
how diverse educators* opinions are when Judged by the items sub-
mitted in the previous studies quoted. The list includes only those
items that are dissimilar in meaning.
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5 .
6 .
7.
8 .
9 .
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
Good Judgment
Clear in explafaation
Respecting others opinions
Sincere
^Impartial
Fair
Appreciation
Broad-minded
Pupils* interest in subject
Attitudes of pupils
Pupil activity
Definite teacher aim
Responsiveness of pupil
Attitude of teacher
General attitude of teacher
and pupil
^ Impartial and Fair were listed
that the terms have different meanings.
16. Atmosphere of classroom
17. Use of English
18. Psychological method
19. Loyalty
20. Voice
21. Initiative
22. Self-control
23. Character
24. Enthusiasm
25. Magnetism
26. Experience
27. Adaptability
28. Honesty
29. Co-operation
30. Refinement
by Englehart and Tucker indicating
More than 50 per cent of the total number of items used by ed-
ucators in this list had different connotations^ No valid con-
clusion should be drawn from these figures for the sampling is too
small, but the writer believes, for a purpose of general comment,
that they do show some indication as to the diversity of opinion.
Knuds en*s survey.- Knudesen secured 57 devices from a biblio-
graphy of 197 articles on teacher-rating. Information was obtained
that I
1.
The work was mostly that of professors^
2.
The purpose was for a supervisory tather than a promotional
function
.
3.
The method used was obtained through individual Judgment and
selecting items from otheS rating-scales.
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4. The nuinher and types of people co-operating in its con-
struction v/ere university instructors and principals.
5. There was no evidence of correlation between the ratings
of the same teachers by different judges--no validity
or reliability,
5 , The kind of rating device consisted of scales with their
steps defined and the traits cla ssif ied ,i/
The rank according to frequency of the traits found in the
fifty-seven devices were:
FSRSOllAL EqUIPTvIElTT
Voice, health, etc.
SOCIAL EqUIPIElTT
Co-operation, sympathy
PHOPESSIOITAL EQUIPMENT
Adequate scholarship
Command of English
CLASS KANAGEICTT
Discipline
Care of physical condition
TECmilQUE OF TEACH IlIG-
Care of Individual, Differences
Skill in assignment, etc,
RESULTS IIT PUPILS
Class response
Pupil achievement, etc.
The rank of the various items, all of which have not been given,
indicate that the designers of these methods for measuring teacher
efficiency placed equal emphasis on teaching and the teacher but
not as much on the RESLTLTS produced in pupils by the teaching
process.
I
Charles W
,
Knudsen, Evaluation and Improvement of Teaching,
Doubleday, Doran and Company, Hev/ York, 1922, p. 207.
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lOiudsen says:
“The final criterion of teaching efficiency should
he formulated in terms of the result, s teachers are
able to produce in pupils. Part of these results
may he measured, and part, at least for the present,
have to he estimated on the basis of the best judgment
which can he brought to hear on the matter. "i/
Pupil behavior measured by Morrison’s group control technique
is one objective device for measuring at Is ast one quality of a
teacher
.
"There is good correlation', he says, 'between the
teacher's control technique and his gross effectiveness
as a classroom technician .... It is fair to assume that
a given teacher who has consistently poor control
technique cannot be an effective teacher,"^
Hu tt favored measuring teacher efficiency through pupil achieve-
ment and advocated that definite standards be set up, Any norm
v/ould be a standard of some kind of accomplishment and seems
necessary in a scientific method, yet Gerling apparently is opposed
to any teacher measurement of pupil achievement which is based on
an average or norm, rlis argument is as follows:
"Teachers should acquire the habit of judging the
accomplishment of any pupil, bright or dull, on the
basis of in-dividual ability and not by comparison to
the v;ork of average pupils or grade norms which are
merely mathematical derivatives." ^
C, W. Khudsen, Op.Cit.p.lQ.
H. L. Morrison, ^The Practice of Teaching", Chicago, University
of Chicago Press, 1931, p.l34.
^ H. V/. ITutt, "The Supervision of Instruction", Boston, Houghton
Mifflin Company, 19ou, |T,'P14
.
4/ Henry J. Gerling, "Educational Problems", School and Society.
42:104, July 20, 1935.

_4Q.
Perhaps Gerling is right in his laelief since the majority of
norms obtained are not universal nor nation-wide so that their
validity is impaired, but, is not half a loaf better than none?
Are not all our Judgments based on a standard of comparison?
Gerling *s point is true if it can definitely be shown Just how in-
valid our educational norms are. Of course a nation-wide sampling
for obtaining a norm is the best or most scientific approach to the
derivation of a standard.
Jacobs ^ states in a casual manner that the application of
standard tests to students will determine their attainment and
supposedly the efficiency of the teacher, but lack of agreement in
regard to the details of educational objectives in the high school
subjects definitely limit the validity of such achievement tests.'
Teacher Merit Baaed on Pupil-Achievement
Student-Achievement Plans.- Some educators contend that standard
tests do not reveal the efficiency of a teacher. McCall holds to this
view on the basis that conditions for proper testing cannot be obtain-
ed. He says, ”The actual separation of the contributions of maturity
3/
and those of training has never been done." This statement and
the reasoning behind such words would indicate that those men or
T7?nr- Jacobs, dp.Cit. ,p. 22.
^Walter S. Munroe, James C. BeVoss, and Frederick J. Kelly,
Educational Testa and Measurements
,
Houghton Mifflin Company,
FostTn 7'1^^,pT.’25T-W.
^William A. McCall, Op. Cit. p. 165.
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educators who favor the measurements of results "by student achieve-
ment have no valid or reliable method which will indicate the
teacher’s efficiency. The national. Survey of the Education of
Teachers'^ sketches a plan for a desirable study of the measurement
of teaching merit in relation to student achievement but it also
shows the absence of a reliable measure for meiiy of the variables
which enter into the professional success of teachers. The size
of the problem is such that they recommend that it be handled by
an organization having the tim*^ and finances.
Despite these obstacles, some individuals have offered plan,
the validity and reliability of v^rhich are open to controversy.
Ability Index Plan . --The two main elements of ,/etzel’s plan are
1. A comparison of the academic standing of an individual v/ith
his ability (Ability index based on reading).
2. Teacher's efficiency determined by dividing average standing
of median group into average score of class. £/
Day based his ratings on student achievement in;^
Paragraph meaning
Word meaning
Dictation
Language usage
Literature
This plan is relatively invalid because environmental influ-
ences must be present to destroy the true worth of such a measure-
ment. Its use, too, is limited apparently to the elementary school
students ;f or the judgment is made solely on a language-reading test.
"Special Survey Studies", U.3. Departm^^nt of the Interior, Office
of Education, Vol.V, Bulletin ITo
. 10, 1905, p.150.
^ W. A. Wetzel, "Plan of Rating Teachers Based Upon Pupil Accom-
plishment", School Life
,
lo;26, October 1927.
y L, C. Day, "The Teaching Q,uotient", Elementary School Journal,
05:506, April 1905.
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Naiminga^a comment supports the above criticism as:
I
"Experiences of various kinds , some times not
at all associated with classroom procedure
or q.ualities essential for successful teach-
ing, interfere in teacher-rating." V
Betts gives five criteria for judging the effectiveness of teach-
ing through the change in pupils as:
1. The subject matter achievement of a pupil-group should
, increase under the tutelage of a good teacher.
2. The subject matter achievement of pupils, both of the
gifted and of the dull, should increase at a rate
commensurate with ability.
3. The subject matter achievement of each pupil should
Increase at a rate commensurate with ability, both
in special weaknesses and in special abilities.
4. The extent to which pupils possess socially desirable
personal and social traits which promote behavior
for the common good should increase under the
tutelage of a good teacher.
5. The incidence of nervous behavioH should increase in pupil
groups under the tutelage of a good teacher. £/
Item 4 does not seem to be valid or reliable as a criterion for
judging a teacher because Hartshorne’s study found that inferior home
background stood out next to low intelligence as one of the most im-
3/portant factors conditioning the tendency towards deception.—' While
a student could have a high intelligence score yet his environment
could be of such a nature as to counter-act the best efforts of the t
teacher.
The conception that data derived from the results of standard-
ized objective tests might be used to determine the changes produced
in pupils by the teacher is worthy of consideration.
^ S.S. Nanninga, "Estimates of Teachers in Service Made by Graduate
“Sbudents as Compared with Estimates Made by Principals and Assistant
Principals SchJael Review
,
36:626, Oct. 1928.
£/ G.L. Betts, Op. Cit. p. 168.
^ Mark A. May and Hugh Hartshorne, Studies in the Nature of
Character
,
The MacMillan Company , New York, 1928, pp. <ib;5-347.
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IJcGall’s AchieYemgnt Q^uotient
,
--McCall offers a suggestion
dealing ;vith the Achievement Q,uotient based upon readin^^, v/riting,
and other subjects as v;ell. Ills formula is as follows: i/
(RQ,2-Rqi) (Ar.^2-Ar.C,l)
. .
.etc.
Teacher Efficiency -
IT
In each case, IT equals the number of subjects, Eor a teacher of a
single high school subject the formula would be:
A^2“A'^1
Teacher Efficiency =
1
In the above formula, R.Q,, is a Reading 'Quotient; R.Q,,1 is the
Reading Q,uotient at the beginning of the teacher^ s work; R.Q,, 2 is
a similar index after the instruction in reading has been given.
The difference between the R.C^.’s is the change in reading ability
of the pupils or an indication of teacher efficiency. In a similar
fashion Ar.Q,. is an Arithmetic Q,uotient. The teacher’s success is
the sum of the changes in such quotients and v/hen this sum is
divided by the number of subject quotient changes, there is an
average of the teacher’s general efficiency.
Baird and Bates found that teachers classed as "A" had 16 per
cent of their classes in the unsatisfactory accomplishment group;
that teachers classed as "C-B" had 61 per cent of their classes
in the satisfactory group, and that 22 per cent of the "A" teachers
classes fell belov/ the 61 per cent of the "C-B'* group,^ This
1/ 7/illiam A. McCall, Op .Ci t ,p ,152
.
^ James Baird and Guy Bates, "The Basis of Teacher Rating", Ed jca~lional Administration and Supervision, 15:175rl82- March 1929,
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sliows that the Achievement C^uotient technique cannot he taken as
a valid proof of a teacher's efficiency.
Crahhs used this type of formula in her study of supervision
hut the results are not too reassuring.i<^ It seems that more
experimentation on a wider scope is necessary before there can he
any final settlement of the matter. Many variable and uncontrolled
factors are present in any achievement quotient plan. Allowances
must he made for such phenomena upon a scientific basis before this
technique can assume validity. In emphasizing one phase of teaching
ability such a conception at least has the germ of consistency about
it but this is not the only factor in the measurement of teaching
merit. If other factors in a classroom situation involving pupil-
teacher relationships could be handled in the same manner through
the construction of suitable tests for measuring such qualities,
then we Y/ould be on the road to the development of a valid, reliable,
and objective method. Another factor to be considered, besides
the ability to control environmental influences which affect the
validity of an achievement quotient is that of a need for more
standardized tests to measure student accomplishment at the high
school level in ALL subjects. Until such tests are constructed,
the Achievement (Quotient will have only a limited use and lov/
validity
.
\/ Lelah M. Crabbs, "Measuring Efficiency in Supervision and
Teaching", TTew York, Teachers College, Columbia University,
Contribution to Education
,
llo
. 175, 1925, p.87.
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lirrit Based Upon Teacher's Exercises
Exercises as Criteria . -~Khudsen Believes that there is objec-
tive evidence of a teacher's ability in the kind of exercises that
are used. He suggests classifying them into;
1. Those that furnish a basis for learning activity
2. Those for diagnostic purposes
3. Those for evaluating achievement
He says, "The character of learning exercises is a dominant
factor in determining the nature of the learning activities of
students and that learning exercises, therefore, have an important
influence on the achievement of students, .,1/
His criteria for evaluating basal learning exercises are:
1. They should be compatible v»rith immediate objectives.
relate to experiences met in life situations,
be definite.
be adapted to individual differences,
not be too difficult nor too easy,
be a basis for specific habits, knowledge,
attitudes
.
appeal to the pupil and give satisfaction
when accomplished.
be judged on their effectiveness in modifying
behavior
.
2 .
3
.
4.
5.
6
.
7.
8
.
lOiudscn's idea seems similar to those educators who favor the
"utlit assignment" technique for teaching. Both have immediate
objectives and the latter has an ultimate one such as that in item
eight above. The objective of the unit assignment is the modifica-
tion of behavior, the acquisition of a skill, or the acquirement of
an attitude, concept, or ideal. Such a quality as an "ideal" is
very difficult to judge validly or reliably. Although measurement
V Op ,Ci t ,p ,160.
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.
of a general pattern of conduct is very difficult, for one may
understand what is meant hy an ideal of honesty hut he indifferent
as to the acquiring of it, yet Thurstone says that attitudes can
he measured with a fair degree of accuracy,i/
It is generally held that teachers should have objectives in
mind when directing the learning activities of pupils. Morrison
states as a principle of operative technique that the teacher
should identify the objectives of teaching. This principle is
violated constantly in the field of practice for j;eachers tend to
conceive objectives not as abilities to be engendered but as exer-
cises to be done in order to cover the requirements of the course*
Khudsen found in an analysis of teacher's exercises using as cri-
teria: (1} Possible learning activities, (2) Possible outcome, and
(3) Primary function of exercise, that teachers exploit the use of
a type of exercise that calls for a repetition of the symbols of
knowledge, that is, they give the answer cue to th*- pupil; that
teachers neglect to provide a suffici'*-nt number of exercises that
reo^uire pupils to generalize their experiences; that they neglect
to provide exercises for engendering desirable ideals, attitudes,
and concepts by their failure to include in these exercises that
which v/ill call out an appropriate emotional response; and that the
assignment is given in a manner that neglects to direct the learning
activity of pupils with sufficient def ini teness
.
^ Thur stone , "Attitudes Can Be Measured", American Journal of
Sociology
, 53:529-54, January 1928. ^
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Undou'btedly the study and evaluation of a teacher’s exercises
is one objective method for measuring a part of a teacher’s merit.
The diagnostic use of cin exercise ought to he considered as v/cll
as those v;hich deal with hasal learning activity/ and final achieve-
ment. A good reason why the diagnostic concept should he used is
shown hy the following comment of dudd.
"Many teachers do not realize the value of an analysis of
pupils’ errors. They think of a mistake as a purely negative
fact; when a mistake occurs, they regard it as their duty to
interrupt the pupil’s recitation Y^ith a view to eliminating
immediately the wrong line of thought. It is a fundamental
psychological fallacy to think of a pupil’s error as a
negative fact. '.Vhenever a mistake is made, the pupil has
carried on some kind of intellectual process, and that intel-
lectual process is as real as that v^rhich takes place v/hen the .
pupil succeeds in thinking as the teacher v/ants him to think’.
The personal qualities of teachers as well as teaching techniques
have heen presented as a means of measuring teacher efficiency.
Some emphasis has heen placed hy different people upon hoth criteria
yet neither should he over-emphasized; each should have sufficient
consideration as a criterion for measuring teacher merit and each
should he weighted as to value if they are to he used as an effi-
ciency measure having a scientific basis. ''.Vhat these weights may
he must he based on universal norms derived from exxjcrimental
procedures
.
1/ c. H. Judd, Psychology of Secondary Education , Ginn and Company,
Boston, 1927, p.loC.
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Summary
The purpose of this chapter has been to give the reader an
over-view of some basic concepts which educators entertain in
regard to a method for measuring the efficiency of teachers. The
need for standardization of steps and accuracy in the definition
of qualities that constitute the criteria for measuring the teacher
merit have been emphasized through the comments of Almy, Betts, and
Kughe s
.
Since Da Vinci’s time, group judgment has been considered as
a means of acquiring a reliable result, but just how many people
or v;hat their qualifications for judging should be has not been
scientifically ascertained. A recent study of 53 cities by Towner
shov/s that superintendents and their assistants did the judging.
Barr and Emans found in their study of 209 rating scales that
there was a great variety of items given by educators and students
many of which overlap in meaning because of a lack of scientific
definition. These scales also mentioned the personal and social
traits of a teacher more than all the other ones.
The writer, by comparing in an arbitrary manner the small
sampling of items considered by educators and students as essential
qualities for a good teacher, found a diversity of opinion of 87
per cent in the case of students and 50 per cent for educators.
The statistical manipulation is neither valid nor reliable but the
writer believes it shows some indication of a need for a standard-
ization of terms and also the difficulty at present of anyone
attempting to decide what quality or item should or should not be
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used in the construction of a measuring instrument.
lOiudsen’s survey of 57 rating scales showed that the designers
placed equal emphasis on teaching and the teacher but not as much
on the results produced in pupils. Morri son ' s
,
group control method
as a means of indicating teacher effectiveness has been mentioned
and Gerling’ s opposition to judging pupil-achievement on any average e
norm of comparison has been commented upon. The writer has also
taken exception to Sett’s criteria for judging teacher efficiency
through the change in pupils by saying that environmental factors
could offset the influence of a good teacher. Other plans such as
^Yetzel’s, based upon an ability index through reading, Day's based
upon language-reading ability of students, and McCall’s Achievement
C^uotient based upon dividing the sums of the differences in result
between initial and final tests of the subjects studied by the
number of subjects, have been presented. The writer has pointed
out that McCall’s plan or any other plan based upon pupil achieve-
ment cannot be considered valid because of the environmental factors
v;hich undoubtedly influence pupil growth and development. The
findings of Baird and Bates in which 16 per cent of the pupils under
good teachers were failing also tend to disprove the validity of
the achievement quotient technique.
Khudsen suggests judging teachers by the function of their
exercises in regard to their pupils. The criteria f cr his judgment
of such exercises is based upon basal learning, diagnostic, and
evaluation of pupil-achievement activities.
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\Vh.ilP the mention and discussion of the concepts given in this
chapter have sought to crystalize thought concerning basic criceria
for establishing a method for determining teacher merit, yet nothing
definite from a scientific point of view can be expressed as to
just what criteria should be used. Experimentation under govern-
mental or other central authority with unlimited finances and with
a v/orking personnel of educational specialists is advocated so that
nation-wide norms of the qualities to be used as the basis x or an
objective, valid, and reliable method may be obtained, ITo indivi-
dual can produce such a method working alone ana no plan, based
like McCall's upon pupil-achievement, can have any practical use
until standardized tests covering the whole public schoox field of
scholarship are constructed and all the variables except a teacher's
ability are controlled.

CHAPTTCR IV
TYPES OP RATIITG DEVICES
Graphic Me thod
s
Purpose of chapter .— It is not the purpose here to give an
exhaustive list of methods used for measuring teacher efficiency
because there are almost as many devices used as there are admini-
strators. Every educator or superintendent must have some method
of checking up on his teachers' merit if he is performing his job
conscientiously, whether or not his method is based upon a sup-
posedly scientific method of approach or solely on general impression
of a subjective nature. Eo drastic attempt has been made to dis-
criminate betv/een methods as to their good or poor qualities for
the examples shown ate a random sampling of the writer’s reading on
the subject, and opinion as to which, if any, method might be the
best, can have no scientific substantiation. It is hoped that
enough data will be acquired from the small sampling of methods
presented to enable the writer to form cri teri a based prinoipally
upon frequency of occurrence. This criteria, while not valid or
reliable, will be used as a basi s for a general comparison with the
current methods now employed in the Massachusetts school systems.
The diverse characteristics of these methods necessitate classifying
them under three heads as: graphic, numerical-point, and miscellane-
ous. They will be presented in that order.
A graphic scale .—Bradenburg and Remmers offer a graphic scale
having the quality defined on a three-point basis. The list of
- 51 -
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(Qualities with one illustration are given as follows:
r. Interest in subject
2. Sympathetic attitude toward students
3. Fairness in grading
4. Liberal and progressive attitude
5* Presentation of subject matter
6. Semse of proportion and humor
7. Self-reliance and confidence
8. Personal peculiarities
9. Personal appearance
^
10.
Stimulating intellectual curiosity —
‘Interest in subject
Full of Mildly. 'Irksome to
Subject Interested - him
,It will be noticed that no numerical weight or value is assign-
ed. Opinion varies in this respect and a recent thesis of Nicholses
advocates that numerical ratings be used instead of a graphic or
literal type as illustrated. —/ Nichols* study found that only 4
superintendents put of 78 in the state of New Hampshire used the
above type of method. As the reader continues through the chapter it
will be noticed that the graphic methods vary as to the number of
points on a scale^ In the writer’s opinion a five-point scale similar
to the following example by Brown is better than other types because
it should ehable the rater to give a more fefined judgment. In
the field of educational measurements, especially in regard to the
Brandenburg and H. H. Remmers, "Rating Scales for Instruct-
ors", Educational Administration and Supervision, 13:399-406,
Sept. 1927.
2^ A. M. Nichols, Op. Git. p. 139.
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grading of pupils, only a system tiased upon the normal distribution
curve is advocated,
A five-point method ,—Brown produced a five-point graphic
scale. The purpose of such a scale was for the self-improvement
of supervisors and was not used as a basis for p)romotion. It con-
sists of two parts as follows: 1/
1, Personal and Social '^ualitics
(A) Personal habits, etc,
2, Methods and Principles
(A) To what extent have I been successful?
Personal habits
Poor Pair Average Very Good Superior
The following scale by Bragoo is more descriptive in its defi-
nition of terms than Brown's but it has only a three-point basis,
t
Such discrepancies in opinion as to how many points should be in-
cluded on a scale calls attention to the need for standardization.
Descriptive method , --Bragoo made a scale based upon the Purdue
and Iowa State College rating form. It includes 17 items but only
one is shovjn here,E/ Bvaluation is indicated by a check mark,
1 Preparation t i t f t r i i i i t t t i t t i t t t t t i r « i i i t i i i i t t » t t » « t t t » i i > i
Classwork very Makes plans Makes a
carefully planned, but lacks abil- little or
ity to arrange no attempt
properly, at prepara-
tion ,
^’“ETTTBrov^ "A Self-Rating Scale for Supervisors", ^^erican
School Board Journal, 77:36, August 1928,
^ A, W, Bragoo, "A Rating Scale for Shop Teachers", Industrial
Arts and Vocational Education, 21:8, Jan, 1936,
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Some concepts of a more interesting nature than any yet
described have been advanced by ITreyd in the example which follows.
Scoring Stencil .—Freyd drew the following conclusions from
his attempt to evaluate outstanding methods of rating:
"That it is next to impossible to make statistioal comparisons
between kinds of rating scales..
The remaining statistical methods are all subject to errors
of interpretation ... .no figures indicate conclusively that
one type of rating scale is superior to another.
The oomparison of rating scales on non-stati stical bases,
such as case of administration and scoring and simplicity
of the rating task, is probably as far as we can now go
with profit.-'l/
His own plan deals v;ith 17
described on a five-point basis
1. Physique and bearing
2. Heatness in dress
5.
Self-possession
4. Sociability
5. Physical energy
6. Alertness
7. Sense of humor
8. Self-assertion
9. Tact
His scale does not concern
traits of personality v/hich are
of a graphic scale. The traits are
10. Popularity
11. Im^partiali ty
12. Patience
15.
Acceptance of criticism
14. Ability to think on feet
15. Fluency of speech
16. Distinctness of speech
17. Interest in teaching
itself with teaching efficiency as
regards technique but only measures the personal qualities of the
teacher. An example of the first two traits to be measured follows
1, How does he impress people by his physique and bearing?
Excites admir-
ation. Very
impressive
,
noticeable Makes satis-
for good factory
physique impression,
and bearing.
Unimpressive,
physique and
bearing
Arouses
repulsion
Looked
dovm on
.
3/ Max E. Freyd, "A Graphic Rating Scale for Teach'*rs", Journal
of Educational Research
. 8:453-459, Dec. 1925.
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2. Does he appear slovenly or neat in dress?
Slovenly and Somewhat in- Unnoticeable Notice- Fastidious
unkempt. different and in dress. ably neat Almost a
careless in dress. and clean. dude.
The reader will note that Freyd has so arranged his scale that the
more desirable extremes of the traits are alternated so as to prevent
a rater from checking entirely on one side of the scale. Such a thing
could happen when a rater is impressed favorably or unfavorably by
the individual who is being judged. Knight found a correlation of+.94
1/ 2 /between ratings on q.uality of Voice and Moral Stamina —' and Barr —
'
says, "There is a tendency to skew the rating of every specific trait
in the direction of the total reaction of the rater to the subject."
A contrary view is held by Remmers and Brandenburg who drew the
conclusion that, "WE find no evidence for the assertion that the halo
effect in ratings is enhanced by having the high value of the trait
3/
consistently at one end of the scale." —'Further experimentation
under controlled conditions seems to be the only method to attack and
perhaps solve this problem. For purposes of comparison between
individuals or between points of improvement of the individual,Freyd
has constructed a scoring stencil which gives a numerical expression
to the rating . Such a device enables the rater to give a weight or
V F.B.l6iight, "Qualities Related to Success in Teaching”, New York,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1922, Contribution to Edu-
catlon. No. 120, p.63.
2/ A.S. Bfkrr, An Introduction to the Scientific Study of Class-
room Supervision, New Y'ork, D. Appleton and Company, 1931, p.llO.
3/ H.H. Remmers and G.C. Brandenburg, "Experimental Data on the
Purdue Rating Scale for Instructors"^ Educational Administration
and Supervision, 15; 524, Nov. 1927.
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score t» his measurement if he is a believer in such a procedure.
This stencil is the only one of its kin.^ that the writer has observed
in his study. The illustration is given delov/ with the instructions -
for its use. Ease of scoring results is its best feature.
Freyd»s Stencil
-r-T
—
2—
»
—
3
»
—
?
—
»
—
5
—
»
—
5
—»~a!—
*
—
5
—
*
—
9
—
Use this edge for traits 2,3,5,8,10,11,14,15,17.
Scoring stencil
fdr grahic rating of teachers
Adjust the edge of the stencil to the line on which the
rating is made. The score is the figute in the space on
the stencil over which the check is made.
•91 *CT *ZT ‘e *L *9 ‘I joj 93po osn0T»6«8ti,t9IStt-t£.^iT
a/ Reproduction is not full size.
Another method having many more items and apparently mote
scientific in its approach had been outlined by Mead.
Central tendency plan.- Mead has a type of score card which
includes a page of general data about the student- teacher and
directions for the use of the card. The evaluation is based upon
the normal distribution curve as;
4
1
3
ZOfo
Best Next best
teacher teacher
bOfo
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ZOfo bfo
Next to Most in-
most inferior ferior
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The numerical ratings are 4, 3, 2, 1, 6. His complete score
card consists of nine main headings each of which are subdivided
and described as follows;^
I, Result of teacherls v/ork Ratings
1. Increase in pupil’s knowledge
(Knowlegc equals concepts, precepts,
infori®. tion)
2. Acquisition of desirable habits
3. Growth of pupil’s interests
4. Increase in abilities in thinking
5. Growth of ideals
6. Improvement of pupil’s taste
7. Use of vernacular
8. Ability to study
9. Co-operation
10. All busy with valuable activity
Central Tendency
II. Teaching Technique
1. Wise choice of aims and related
method types
2. Seclection of content
4. Lesson-planning
5. Lesson-assignment
6. Use of texts and other books
7. Skill in use of apparatus
8. Skill in use of method types
a. Drill
b. Problem
c. Project
d. Supervised study
e. Socialized recitation
f. Review
g. Summaries
h. Recitation
i. Appreciation
9. Questioning
10. Adjustm.ents to pupil’s differences
11. Variety in method
12. Skill in special method
13. Use of tests
Central Tendency
A. xi. Mead, Supervised Student-Teaching, Hew York, doTinsen
Publishing Co., 1930, p.481.
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III. Scholarship
1. In subject taught
2 , In related subjects
5, In education
4, In general information
5. Use of English
IV. Schoolroom Management
1. Care of heating, lighting, ventilation
2. Care of bocks and apparatus
2. Seating pupils
4. Keeping records
5. Control of pupils
6. Making records
Central Tendency
V. Professional Interests and Relations
1. Ability in self-criticism
2. Co-operation v/ith co-workers
2. Professional reading
4. Participation in teachers’ meetings
5. " " educational associations
6. Upholding of professional ideals
7. Eagerness to improve profession
8. Contributions to publications
9. Advanced study
Central Tendency
VI. Community Relations
1. Cultivation of favorable educational
opinion
2. Assistance in community activities
2. Harmonizing v/ith best moral and
social standards
4. Eiscretion in conversation
Central Tendency
VII. Personal Qualities ^
1
.
Sympathy
2. Personal appearance
2. Address
4. Sincerity
5. Optimism
6. Enthusiasm
7. Initiative
8. Fairness
9. Reserve and Signity
10. Reliability
11. Clear, pleasing voice
12. Industry
12. Adaptability
14. Judgment of moral issues
Central Tendency
Ratings
1
59
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VIII. Ifi scellancous Factors Ratings
1. Under teacher’s control
2. Uot controllable by teachers
IX. Final or Central Tendency of Ratings
^ .U1 the items are defined by Head but are omitted here except I-l
This score card illustrates some essential features that must
be included in a method if it is to be serviceable. Such features
are: (1) A set of directions, (2) A list of items of quality with
sufficient descriptive data to identify them to the one doing the
rating. (3) The v/eighing of items for ease of scoring or statistical
manipulation, (4) The use of a standard for comparison such as the
man-to-man or best teaclier principle.
The validity and reliability of this method is unknouTi even
though Mead makes use of a scientific approach by using a norm or
average such as his Central Tendency.
The scale v/hichf ollows is the only example listed in this
chapter wherein the author attempted to prove the validity and
reliability of his instrument.
Starrak’s Device . --He constructed a scale known as the Iowa
State Rating Scale. It is given in its entire form below.i/
PvATIMG SCALF FOR TRACKERS
Print instructor’s name here Department Course Ko.
Please rate your instructor as to each of the 17 qualities named
below. It is necessary in each case only to place a check mark on
the accompanying line at that point which seems to you to be right.
J, A^ Starrak, "The Construction of a Scale for the Measurement
of College Teaching, and the Determination of its Reliability and
Validity", Doctor’s Dissertation, Boston, School of Education
,
Boston University, 1932, p,204.
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The higher ratings are made by placing the check mark at the LEFT
end of the line; the lower, by placing it at the HIGHT. These
stages and also the middle ones, are clearly described by the words
printed just below the line. The check mark may in any given case
be placed either directly above the v/ords or along the line between
them as you deem proper. Please make this rating conscienti ously
and individually. Your instructor will receive only the final
summary of the results from the class as a whole
.
He will use them
for self-improvement in teaching.
I .Preparation for
class meetings. Class meetings Usually some Little or
very carefully preparation ; of ten no preparation*
planned. seems inadequate.
II. Interest and
enthusiasm in Very enthusi- Seems only mildly Subject seems
his subject. astic and inter- interested, irksome to him*.
ested
.
III. Ability to -
arouse interest
in students.
Interest
usually runs
high.
Students seem
only mildly
interested.
Majority in-
attentive mosl
of period.
Course well Some organization
organized;parts but not always
clearly related, clear.
IV. Organization
of course.
V. Scholarship
.
lOi owl edge of
subject broad
and accurate.
Khowledge appar-
ently deficient
at times.
Little or no
organization*.
Knowledge
very plainly
def icient
.
VI, Ability to
express thought Words come
easily ;meaning
always clear.
Some hesitation
for words; mean-
ing at times not
clear
.
Much hesita-
tion for words;
meaning often
not clear.
VII
.
Enunciation
Speaks very Words sometimes Words very
clearly and indistinct and indistinct;
distinctly. not easy to hear. often impossi-
ble to hear,
VIII
.
Thinking
demanded of Work demands Thinking and mem- Thinking dis-
students, much sound, orig-orization required couraged; much
inal thinking. about equally memorization
demanded
.
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IX, Assignment s
X.Leading dis-
cussion and
questioning.
Assignments
clear, reasona-
ble and carefully
given.
Rather indefi-
nite and often
hurredly given.
Very indefinite
usually hur-
riedly given'.
Questions thought
provoking, dis-
cussions lively
and wortlr.vhile
.
Questions usually Few questions
call for facts or or none put
lead to rambling to class,
discussion
.
XI. Sense of -
proportion
.
XII.Feeling --
between in-
structor and
students
,
Stresses import-
ant topics; dis-
regards trivial
details
.
Occasionally Often neglects
stresses details important top-
neglecting import-ics for unim-
ant topics. portant details
Feeling of good- neither good-
will prevails will nor antag-
strongly. onism seems to
prevail
.
Instructor
tends to
antagonize
class
.
XI 1 1, Sense of
humor
,
Has keen sense
of humor.
Humor occasion-
ally but not
often exhibited.
Man i f e s t s
little or
no humor.
XIV. Self-
Confidence Sure of himself
;
meets difficul-
ties v/ith poise
.
Fairly self-
confident; occa-
sionally discon-
certed
.
Hesitant,
timid, un-
certain
.
XV, Tolerance
and Liberality. 7/elcomes differ-
ences of opinion
Sometimes impa-
tif-nt v/hen stu-
dents oppose his
viev/s
.
Easily aroused
to temper by
opposition
.
Usually rather
untidy and care
less as to
appearance
XVI .Personal
Appearance
XVII .Per sonal
Peculiarities
7/ell groomed;
clothes neat,
clean, in good
taste
.
Manner pleasing
free from annoy
ing mannerisms.
Objectionable
mannerisms not
serious or
numerous
.
Slovenly
;
clothes and
person untidy.
Constantly
exhibits annoy-
ing mannerisms.
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.
A reliability coefficient of .66 + .006 was obtained indicat-
ing a rathersati sf ac tory result, but the validity as gauged by the
mean difference between the mean scores of students and judges v/hich
had a range (mean differences) of 6.58 to 26.06 v/as not satisfac-
tory
.
Starrak says:
"The data revealed in this investigation would indicate
that, in at least a significant proportion of cases, the
students’ judgment when expressed through the medium of
the College Teachers Rating Scale, would not be a valid
measure of the teaching ability and personal fitness of
an instructor, when the basis of reference is the judg-
ment of experts exercised upon v/ritten reports of observed
lessons, personality factors being omitted."!/
The above comment shows that the personal characteristics
of an instructor do have some influence upon the rating given
him by his students, and that the factor must be taken into con-
sideration whenever the validity of a measure is to be deter-
mined. It is this inability to control and measure all the
variables of a classroom situation which has been one of the
obstacles encountered in the effort of educators to construct a
method for measuring teacher efficiency which is valid, reliable,
and objective.
ITumerical-Point Methods
The writer takes the position, in presenting a few examples
of methods with numerical values attached to the items or qual-
ities, that the experimentation based on empirical norms from
1/ Ibid, p.187
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small samplings or control groups such as the arbitrary point
systems to be illustrated, may be advisable for ease of scoring
but is not valid nor reliable. Universal norms from random
samplings only are justifiable. An arbitrary weight does aid in
statistical handling of a measurement but it cannot be used as a
reliable indication of the actual merit measured. The three
methods which follov; illustrate v/hy the writer hesitates to place
any confidence in the results of statistical manipulation.
One-hundred point plan . --Ballou * s scale for promotion is
based upon the following items or criteria each of which has a
numerical weiglit. The total weight equals ICO points,-^
1. Scholarship- (20)
a) Preparation for position held, over and above entrance
requirements, and acquired since appointment to present
position
.
b) Courses taken in education and in subjects leading to a
better preparation for the position held at the time
promotion is under consideration.
c) Contribution to cause of education through articles
published
.
2. Success in Teaching- (40)
a) All factors considered in annual rating.
3. Experience- (10)
a) For credit work must have S rating.
4. Value to School Outside of Classroom- ( 10)
a.) ¥ork in extra-curricular activities.
b) Ability in routine record work.
c) Co-operation ?/ith principal and other supervisory officers.
5. Personal Equipment- ( 10)
a) Appearance, health, voice, industry, self-control, prompt-
ness, punctuality, tact, personality, initiative, adapt-
ability, and judgment.
W. Ballou, "Eetermining Y^ho Are Superior Teachers", Elemen-
tary School Journal, 28:256-262, December 1927.
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iinother plan similar to Ballou's is shown below,
Five-hundred point plan .--Gilmore ' s device is:^
113 pointsA, Personal Bquipment^
B, Social and Professional
Equipment 116
C, Mechanics of School-Keeping 47
B. Technique of Teaching 105
E. Results 119
^ There are subsidiary items under these main qualities that arc
assigned various values,
A good example of the lack of standardization even in the
mechanical process of scoring a measure is shown by the two pre-
ceding methods, Gilmore assigns a weight of 113 points to the
criterion 'Personal Equipment' whereas Ballou gives a weight of
10, It is this lack of knowledge of hov; much 7/eight ought to be
given to a quality and the diverse and arbitrary methods now
used, that causes the v/riter to advocate nation-wide experiments
whose results would be in terms of universal norms applicable to
all.
Index Card. --Elam shov/s an index card of qualities rated as:
Personal and Social Qualifications
Professional "
Technical "
Total
35
40
25
100
He draws several interesting conclusions from his study such
as
:
1/ M, E, Gilmore, "Judging and Rating the Teacher", Educational
Review, 74:269-272, December 1927.
^ August Flam, "Rating Industrial-Arts Teachers", Industrial
and Vocational Education
, 24:63, February 1935.
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1. Soore cards for rating teachers have of necessity serious
limitations
.
2-; A perfect score card is a myth,
3, The person doing the rating must "be intimately acq^uainted with
the teacher being rated,
4, Many important items upon which a teacher ought to be rated are
too elusive to be q.uantitavely measured,
5, The simplest rating card is, in the last analysis, the most
usable one.
The q.uestion, ”How many items should be included on a measuring
1/device?", may be raised here. Bossing says, "Rating devices with
few items to be scored will give a higher reliability than in the case
of rating forms with a large number of items," But, we may ask, "How
valid would such a device be?" Morris takes the opposite point of
view and says, "It is important, therefore, to measure as many sig-
2/
nificant tendencies of the individual as possible," —
'
This problem is similar to that of giving a weight to a q.uality
because in the writer »s opinion only universal norms derived from
national experimentation \mder scientific management ahd central con-
trol will give the criteria needed for solving not only these two
problems but all the others involved in the construction of a valid
and reliable method. Several methods with such diverse items that they
cannot be placed in either of the two preceding groups are listed
below.
Miscellaneous Methods
Personal inventory , -Eberhart used a chart on |he basis of
personal inventory and plan for further growth rather than as a
\J Op, CJit, p, 126,
2/ E,H, Morris, "Personal Traits and Success in Teaching", New York,
"Teachers College, Cloumbia University, 1929, Contribution to Edu-
cation No, 342, p, 13,
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method for determining teacher promotion. Hia plan consists of
qualities under six headings. The minor items are not given in
detail here. ^
1. Personal Qualities
2. Social ”
3. The Recitation
4. Professional Growth
5. Health
6. In the schoolroom
The following plan is unique in that it is based upon the
reactions of the students to their teacher.
Drive and response method.- This plan of Ceilings is based upon
the drive and response of pupils. The purpose was to ehable teachers
to grow continuously in the process of teaching students. The drive
is a Measure of teacher stimulation and the response is a measure of
teacher direction in the purposeful activities of students. The
traits are not shown and almost any interpretation may be given to
the criteria listed: £/
1. Initiation-Evaluation Choice of Goal
2. ” ” Organization of Means
Execution ” ”
3. ” " Choice-Consummation of
Improvement Leading to
Further Goals.
R. Elberhart, "Evaluating Your Own Teaching", Journal of the
National Education Association, 20:304, Nov. 193TI
2/ Ellsworth Collings, "A Conduct Scale for the Measurement of
Teaching", Journal of Educational Method, 6:97, Nov. 1926.
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.
A lack of definition of terms is apparent in this method and
the utility of such a device is limited solely to the ov/ner's use
for he alone knows what concepts are implied. A rating device, to
he useful, must have reliability. By reliahiliti' the writer means
that the same results are obtained by different people using the
same device.
A statistical method for obtaining reliability is used in
the following study.
Correlated study .--Kanninga compared the ratings by nine
graduate students of 15 teachers in service with the ratings
given by principal and assistant principal, both using the same
score card based on; i/
1. Personal fitness
2. Classroom management
3. Teaching skill
4. Achievements
5. General fitness
ITanninga used the Pearson formula and obtained a correlation
of +.76 indicating that the findings were fairly reliable, yet the
sampling is too small to place much faith in the device. Vi/hether
the scale is valid is doubtful, but it is objective, since the
personal element (variable factor) of principal and assistant
could have influenced their ratings more, so that there would
have been no correlation.
S. p. ITanninga, "Estimates of Teachers in Service Made by
Graduate Students as Compared with Estimates Made by Principals
and Assistant Principals", School Review, 36:622-26., Oct. 1928.
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Every educator seems to have his own favorite theories and
ideas concerning the measuring of teacher efficiency. Some go
into details and use descriptive terras to define the qualities
involved while others allow the rater to exercise his own Judgment
as to the meaning and implication. Some methods attach a weight
or point value to the quality measured while others make use of
the graphic type or some other form which the writer has classed
as miscellaneous. The purposes of such methods have been for
self-improvement of teachers principally but a few use their
methods as a basis for promotion.
No evidence is found of actually relating the results to the
salary schedule for few educators have confidence in the present
methods for measuring teacher ability except possibly their own.
Educators do agree on two points; (1) that a reliable and valid
method for rating is needed, and (2) that the present methods are
not satisfactory.
The purpose of the chapter has been to form criteria from the
limited samplings presented based upon frequency of mention.
These criteria will be used as, a basis for comparison with present
Massachusetts conditions as revealed by findings obtained from a
questionnaire.
Graphic Methods
Brandenburg and Reramers produced a three-point method with no
weight or value given to the result of the measurement except a
literaLinterpretation. Nichols advocates a numerical value but
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her opinion is hased solely upon the results of her study with
the ITew Hampshire schools v/here only 4 out of 78 superintendent
s
used letters as a basis for indicating ralue
,
Her sampling is
too small to indicate any true validity.
Brown has a five-point method for purpose of self-improvement
hut not for promotion, and Dragoo has a three-point descriptive
plan hased upon the Purdue and Iowa State rating form. The writer
has mentioned the fact that a difference of opinion as to how many
points should he used on a scale exists, and he si^gests a five-
point one because it would give the rater the opportunity to make
a more refined judgment.
Preyd has foreseen the need of scoring a measurement numer-
ically and has produced a scoring stencil which enables one to
either evaluate teacher efficiency graphically on his five-point
scale or else score the results numerically. He believed that
rating scales can be compared only on non-statistical bases, such
as ease of administration and scoring, and simplicity, and he also
attempted to eliminate the halo effect of personal bias by arrang-
ing his scale with the desirable extremes of the different qual-
ities alternated. Knight fourd a correlation of +.94 between
voice and moral stamina, and Barr claims ratings of traits are
skewed in the direction of the rater's personal reaction to the
subject. Brandenburg and Kemmers hold to the contrary opinion
that the halo effect is not increased, by having the high value of
the trait consistently at one end of the scale.
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It i s this controversial attitude and the fact that no rc.li-
ahle criteria or data h, Vc been found to direct educational efforts
along a central path of accomplishment that is the chief reason
why such problems remain unsolved. Individual effort, v/hile
essential, is more useful under a co-operative plan of attadk.
Mead uses a graphic scale 7/ith the evaluation of 4, Z, 2, 1, C,
based upon the normal distribution curve. He uses the mean or
average computation for scoring his results and he calls it the
Central Tendency, This is one statistical means of arriving at
a result and does have the merit of being easy to score, but how
valid is it vdien based upon a comparison scheme as th^ man-to-man
idea? Some norm, of course, is necessary for standardization but
only a universal one can be valid,
Starrak’s study is the only graphic method listed in which
an attempt was made to prov^ the validity and reliability of the
instrument. He found a mean difference in range between the
judgments of students and experts of from 6,58 to 26,06, indicat-
ing rather conclusively how subtle personal characteristics arc
and how difficult it is to control the variables in a classroom
situation so as to obtain a reliable- result, A coefficient of
reliability of +,86 j^,008 was found showing that perhaps this
method knov.Ti as the Iowa State rating scale has some use,
ITumerical-Point Methods
The writer has taken the position that attaching an arbitrary
weight to a quality for purposes of scoring the results is
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justifiable perhaps for a general idea of a certain situation but
it is not valid or reliable enough to indicate the actual anount
of merit measured. Universal norms derived from controlled exper-
imentation is the only method of obtaining a valid weight,
Ballou’s plan is based on a 100 point system with the various
numerical values attached to the different qualities listed. The
purpose of this plan is for the promotion of teachers. The plan
of Gilmore’s v\rith its 500 point idea shov/s the lack of standardi-
zation in giving a weignt to a quality. Gilmore assigns a weignt
of 113 points to the item ’Personal Ecuij^raent’ v/hereas Ballou gives
the same item a weight of 10. Gilmore also gives 105 points to
’Technique oi Teaching’ v;hile Plam in his index card gives 25
points. These are only a few reasons or examples why the writer
favors a policy of national, controlled experimentation, Flam’s
comment upon a simple score card has raised the question, “How
many items should be included on rating scale?" Flam and Bossing
advocate few items whereas Forris says as many qualities as possible
should be used. There have been no scientific findings either as
to the number or kinds of items to be used but the number under
present conditions would seem to be reached when the device becomes
too cumbersome to operate.
Miscellaneous Methods
Several methods of a miscellaneous type have been presented
such as Eberhart*s and Ceilings’ s v/liich had for their purpose
teacher improvement and growth. Ceiling’s criterion is so indefinite

72.
that only he has a concept of just what the terms should or ought
to mean. The results of his plan are based upon the drive and
response of the student s^ --the drive being a measure of teacher
stimulation and the response a measure of teacher direction in
the purposeful activities of pupils. Too many uncontrollable
variables influence such findings, such as: mental attitude of
teacie rs and student s, intelligence of students, room conditions,
the appeal of subject alone to the student, and many others,
llanninga obtained a reliability coefficient of +.76 betv/een
the ratings given by students and those by principals using the
Pearson formula, but his sampling of only 15 teachers is too
small to have any validity.
One might form a basis for the construction of a method by
adopting those qualities which appear in the order of frequency
on the various measuring devices. Educators have done this before
and have not obtained any worthv/hile results. Standardization is
needed and must be secured through some progressive plan of exper-
imentation based on nation-wide samplings of criteria.
The following criteria based upon frequency of mention have
been chosen arbitrarily by the writer without any valid or reliable
foundation for such action except to make a general comparison with
the items on the rating devices used at present in some of the
llassachuse tts school systems. They are;
Do the Massachusetts methods use such criteria as;

7o
1. Personal Qualities of Teachers
2. Teaching Techniques of Teachers
3. Results of Teaching
4. Professional Interests of Teachers
5. Community " •' »
6. School Management ” "
7. Do th-y weigh their items?
S. Do they use a graphic method?
9. Are the results used as a basis for promotion? Supervision?
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The Q,uestionnaire
3cope of questionnaire .--In order to determine v/hat the
current practices were of the Massachusetts school systems in
regard to the measuring of teacher efficiency, a questionnaire
was sent to 100 superintendents. The three principal cities of
the state, namely, Boston, Vt/orcester, and Springfield, were not
included in this survey because the writer believed that if these
cities did have a method for determining teacher merit, the find-
ings would not be typical of the state as a v/hole. The location
of these towns and cities was based upon the geographical factor
as well as the 1930 Federal census so that there would be as wide
a sampling as possible with the limited resourses available. The
survey covered the following communities, the location of which
are shov/n on Page 74 -a;
Group 1 20 cities
” 2 42 towns v/ith a population over 5,000
V 3 38 " ’• " ” under " but
maintaining high schools.
Limitations of study .— Since there were 203 superintendents
in service in Massachusetts before the present gubernatorial
regime was established, the small sampling of 76 replies from
100 questionnaires sent out by the writer will have no determined
validity. Mo statistical method of comparison is used for the
writer believes there must be a valid and reliable collection of
facts before any statistical treatment can be used that would be
- 74 -
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wortliv/iiile
,
Definite objectiTe cYidence of a Talid and reliable
metiiod for measuring teacher merit is lacking. Even definite
knowledge as to what qualities should be included in a device is
lacking, for personal opinion, subjective evidence, and studies
using only small samplings are available. That technique or
practice is best theoretically that improves the teaching effi-
ciency of a school system but before such a teclinique can be cre-
ated, definite understanding of the constituents of good teaching
must be ascertained. There is no statistical substantiati on of
the best opinions on the subject. Because the majority of rating
devices list the quality *tact’ is no reason to believe that that
quality is one valid or reliable attribute of a good teacher.
Tt\cH, too, the replies of some superintendents do not indicate
that their practices follow their theories. Some superintendents,
in answering the questionnaire, claimed to have a method for
measuring teachers based on merit but only a fev/ submitted evi-
dence upon which to Justify their claim. The questionnaire data
is unreliable at least for statistical treatment for varying inter-
pretations of questions, dissimilar opinions, and the professional
ability and attitude of educators all affect the results. The
writer merely attempts to sift what opinions are stated or held
about the problem both in previous literature and the replies
received from the questionnaire, and then form some general con-
clusions. At best, the conclusions will be illustrative of
present trends and thought upon the subject.

76
Source of data ,--.TABLe 1 shows how thr 76 suprrint'^ndents
r^*plied to the questionnaire.
Table 1. Proportions of Superintf'ndents Employing Various
Devices in the Selection and promotion of Teachers,
Practices Employed
in the Selection Superintendents
Reporting
Practice
and Promotion of
Teachers
,
N'umber Per cent
Systematic, objective method
of determining probable
teaching ability of candidate 17 20
Systematic, objective method
of determining the merit of
teachers in service 12 16
Materials sent explaining
methods 12 16
Salary schedule based on
teacher merit 7 9
Copy of sch'*dule and criteria
on which salary increases are
bas*d 20 26
Summary of results of this
study 54 71
Only 20 per cent of the superint endents who replied to the
questionnaire believed that they had a systematic and objective
method for judging the probable teaching ability of candidates,
and only 16 per cent believed that they had such a method for
their in-service teachers, When asked to supply material or
printed matter explaining their methods, only 16 per cent
re sponded
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The third question, "Have you in actual operation a salary
schedule based on teacher merit?" could be ambiguous in that the
superintendent could have a salary schedule based on merit but it
would not be complying v/ith the criteria mentioned in the previous
chapter. For instance, the superintendent might base his schedule
on the professional improvement of a teacher yet this criterion is
only one of the many items to be considered in measuring a teacher’s
efficiency. Few superintendents apparently applied this interpre-
tation to the question for only 9 per cent acknowledged that they
had a salary schedule based on merit.
Twenty superintendents sent copies of their schedules and lii
of them submitted criteria upon which the increases in salary
were based. It is apparent from the above limited sampling that
few superintendents have any systematic or objective method for
determining either the ability of beginning teachers or those
already in the service; nor have they a salary schedule based on
merit.
That the questionnaire dealt with a problem of some interest
is evidenced by the 54 superintendents who desired a summary of
the findings of this study.
Teacher turnover in the United States in 1951 was about 1£
per cent which means that from 100,000 to 120,000 new teachers
are needed each ycar.^ This need shows that some system.atic
method for selecting these new teachers ought to be used. Perhaps
1/ The Status of Teacher P^manc! and Sunply in the Elementary and
Secondary Schools
,
Research Bulletin of the i\iational Fducation
Association 9:338-349, Ucv. 1931.
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thr turnovrr figure is not so larg^ since 1931 for i^conomic con-
ditions m?y haY<^ stabilized the profession iuorc than in the ^ast'.
If this stabilization is an actual fact, then all th-' ncre -^mphasis
should be placed upon the need of superintendents for having a
method for measuring the merit of their in-service teachers. Big
business interests do not tolerate inefficiency and surely our
school system.s should not ’.vhen the sum involved in education
amounted in 1930 to 2,321,728,645 dollars.^ The taxpayer, citi-
zen, and parent ought to receive the best returns from their money
but v;ill they if no method for weeding out the inefficient teacher
is devised?
Although Table. 1 shov/s only 9 per cent 'of the superintendents
replying who have a salary schedule based on merit, yet the import-
ance and the benefit to be derived from such a schedule, if it
were valid, is incalculable, A schedule based as a result of a
valid, reliable, and objective measure of teacher merit HlUh't
eliminate those teachers not professionally minded and would en-
courage the successful teachers to further effort. If the sched-
ules v/ere similar to that of the Providence plan that will be
presented in chapter six, then there would be no limit to the
salary increments for successful teachers except their natural
span of life.
1/ State ouppoFt for Public Education, The !Tational Survey of
School Fihance, U.S. Office of Education, Washington, D. C.,
1933, p.309.
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The political influence would he much lessened, too, for the
efficiency of the candidate or teacher in-serTice could he defi-
nitely presented hy the superintendent to his school committee
without fear of equivocation.
Table 2 shows the number of superintendents who sent hack
usable, data.
Table 2 , Towns and Cities from which Usable Replies
v;ere Received.
Group
number in
Group
number
Replying
Per cent
Replying
Cities 20 12 60
Towns over
5000 in
population 42 18 43
Towns under
5000 in
population
having high
schools 38 16 42
Total 100 46 46
The writer’s belief that the findings would not be typical of
the state as a whole if the larger cities were included in the
study seems justified by Table 2 in which 60 per cent of the cities
responded with data whereas only 42-43 per cent of the smaller
communities furnished any information. The validity of such a
small sampling is questionable and the v/riter does not place too
much confidence or attempt to read into the data too many inter-
pretations. It is hoped that the data may give some information
that is interesting even if not scientifically useful.
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Criteria for Judginp; candidates .--Table 3 shows thr criteria
used hy 17 superintendents for judging prospcctiYc candidates,
;jIot all of the superintendents v;ho claimed to have a method gave
the complete evidence to prove their contention.
Table 5. Criteria Used by 17 Superintendents in
Judging Prospective Candidates
Criteria
’
Superintendent s Employing
this criteria
Rumber Per cent
Training
School Record 12 70
Experience 11 64
References 11 64
Interview or
Observation, or
both 7 41
Jritten
Examination 3 17
It is evident from Table 3 that some superintendents place
more v/eight or value upon training, school record, experience, and
references than upon either the interview, observation, or written
examination technique. The Research Bulletin of the Rational Edu-
cation Association for 1932 found that only 3 per cent of the
cities in the United States required written examinations for can-
didates and that only the larger cities demanded it,^
Administrative Practices Affecting Classroom Teachers: The
Selecting and Appointment of Teachers, Research Bulletin of the
Rational Education Association, 10:24-27, January 1932,
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The writer's study found only thrre superintenden ts in Mass-
achusetts using t?iC written examination and two of thrm v/ere from
the larger school systems. Chittam also found the same number as
the writer did, the only exception being that the three cities
using such methods in his study had a population of over 100,000'.^
Apparently educators are satisfied that if a candidate has been
graduated from an approved normal school or college no examination
i s necessary
.
interesting example of the value of examinations is shown
in Table 4. The results of several correlation studies of the
relationship between test scorrs and subsecuent ratings of teacher
efficiency were gathered together by Butsch,^ The uncontrolled
variable is, of course, the rating of teacher success hence such
findings need to be cautiously interpreted.
Table 4. Correia, tion between Examination Scores
and Teaching Success.
Inve stigator Coefficient of Correlation
Knight + .61
ITnight and Ruch
.
28
Hunt
,
T
.
20
Boardman T
.
28
Tiegg T .02
It is observable that not only are the correlations bct\7ccn
tests and success as a teacher low
,
perhaps
^ II. B. Chittam, Cp ,Cit ,p .142 .
^ R. L. G. Butsch, "Teacher Rating", Reyiew of Educational
Research, 1:99-107, 1921.
i
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proving that tests are invalid as a criteria for judging teacher
merit, hut also that Knight, who found the highest correlation
+ ,61, and Ticgs the. lowest +.02 hoth used the same tests in their
studies; the Knight, Bathhurst, Ruch, and Telford Standardized
Test for Elementary Teachers, University of Iowa. Despite these
findings it is not safe to entirely condemn examinations for as
tests become better standardized with higher validity and relia-
bility, it is possible that they may be of great value in the
selection of teachers.
Methods of selecting teachers .--Although this study is not
interested primarily in the selection of beginning teachers yet a
fev/ examples and comments of various superintendents will not be
out of place here. The majority of superintendents who contributed
some ideas on the subject based thrir judgments upon such criteria
as: school grades, professional training, interviews, personality,
references, and ability to take charge or participate in extra-
curricular activities, A fev/ examples are given below.
One superintendent writes:
"The probable ability of candidates for positions in cur
schools is determined through careful investigation of
th^ir qualifications. In the case of candidates without
teaching experience copies of their college records are
almost invariably obtained, estimates of their ability by
college instructors and others acquainted with their work
is sought and personal interviews arc arranged for prior
to appointment."
.Another says:
"V/e investigate v/ith great care all candidates--and base
our selection on th<^ school and collp'ge record, their pre-
vious experience and record, their character references,
th'-ir personality and appearance."
i'
-Tv .
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One coTrnnrnts tersely, ’’Standard tests in English and pro-
fessional Icnov/lrdge
.
”
Although measuring the merit of teachers has been discussed
in thr earlier part of the chapter and reference been made on
page 78 to the sum spent in education in 1930, yet in Massachu-
setts only 12 superintendents in answering tne questi onnairc
claimed to have any criteria for judging their in-service teacners
Rating teacbers in service . --Table 5 shows the criteria upon
T/hich the 12 superintendents based their judgment of teachers.
Table 5. Criteria Employed by Superintendent s in Judging
Merit of Teachers in-Gervice,
_ / Superintendents Ejjing CriteriaCriteria ^
Humber Per cent
Prof e ssional
Study 7 58
Observation 7 58
Rating Scales 5 41
Progress of
Pupils 1 8
Experience 1 8
One superintendent gave the Gtrayer-Engclhardt Form
published by the C. F. V/illiams and Sons Company,
Albany
,
Me w York.
7il though the limited sampling submitted is not a valid find-
ing for the state as a v/holr, nevertheless it shows that some
superintendent s place more emphasis or value upon professional
study, observation, and rating devices than upon pupil achievement
and experience. The v/riter believes that if a rating method is

8^
produced that is "both valid and reliable the ultimate trend v/iil
be towards using it as a basis for all administrative purposes
dealing with promotion, dismissal, and salary of teachers. The
reason why educators have turned to professional studp as a cri-
terion for judging teacher merit is because no method has yet been
devised that is valid and reliable.
It may be fair to assume, since only one superintendent
mentioned experience as a criteria for measuring teachers in-service,
that it is not always of a beneficial character and is not neces-
sarily an indication of a good teacher. The use of pupil achieve-
ment plans discussed in previous chapters was suggested by only
one superintendent. Perhaps superintendents included this factor
under observation but whether observation means looking for good
teaching teclinique, response of pupils, classroom management, or
any other quality connected with the teaching act must be surmised*.
A clear understanding by definition of terms is needed.
Some superintendents, in commenting upon the problem of measur-
ing eff iciency, brought up the question of the appointment of local
teachers. Their remarks show only too well-how the economic and
political factors have influenced administrative procedures.
One says: ”We have all local teachers and could not make a
distinction as to merit."
Another comments, "Vvliy talk about the selection of teachers
when so many local candidates are given positions to teach in the
schools of Massachusetts."
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Still another
.
say s, "At the present tim", most superinlcnd-
ents find thn,t the local candidate has to he given preference, for
many committees put the individual before the cause."
A good example of the feeling tov/ards non-resident teachers
is illustrated by the following article v/hich appeared recently
in a Boston newspaper.
"I am not trying to criticize the City council or the
~ city officials for desiring to discharge a non-r<: sident
of that city v/orking in their school department. I am of the
opinion that they are absolutely correct and I certainly
trust that our school commiittce in v;ill take similar
action in not only discharging residents of but every
non-resident coming from other cities and tov/ns."
If ever a need for a valid and reliable method for measuring
a teacher’s ability is felt it is at the present time under the
circumstances illustrated above, where politicians and not educa-
tors are running our schools.
A good illustration of the subjectivity of present methods
used by superintendents is given by the following quotation:
"I r illy have no systematic and objective method for deter-
mining teaching ability or success. Although I am open-
minded on suggestions for such a method, to date I have not
found it necessary nor particularly helpful.
Having once been satisfied v/ith the character, scholarship,
personal appearance and personality of the teacher, I then
must get rather a general impression of her ability in the
classroom by observing her teach. I have never endeavored
to analyze particularly what makes up my impression because
I hav"' not found it necessary.
Some of the most important things which make up the impression
however, are obviously the teacher’s unde rstanding of those
vjhom she is teaching, a cheerfulness, and genuine intrrest
1/ The Boston Globe, Saturday, March 7, 1936, p.l3
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in her work. The rapport or relationship between herself
and her students is a rery important factor and cun very
quickly be determined, at least by an experienced observer
of classroom v/ork,"
The previous statement points to the fact that a ’general
impression’ of a teacher seems to be a conglomerate mixture of
subjective attitudes formed neither under controlled conditions
nor by scientific analysis. Hov;ev r, it must be admitted that
certain administrators may be unusually successful in estimating
teacher success by such subjective methods. It is this individual
laissez-faire policy having no status upon v^hich to base its
judgments that accounts for many suggestive but no practical, def-
inite plan for attacking this problem of measuring validly and
reliably a teacher’s ability.
Salary schedules ,— One of the first facts to be observed
from the questionnaire was that the salary schedules did not exist
or that they were reduced. This was especially true in tovms v/here
the effect of the economic depression has been such that no salary
schedule could be maintained. Such comments as, "Uo such animal
since 1931*', v;ere often made by the superintendents of these
smaller torms. The other larger communities, both town and city,
have been forced to reduce their salary schedules anywhere from
5 to 20 per cent. Some localities at the present time are re-
placing th^'se "cuts”, but nothing definite can be ascertained
by this study because the majority of the salary schedules sent
by the superintendents ar* representative of a period from 1929-
1934.
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It is cYidrnt from thr limited scope of this study that
salary schedules are principally based upon professional study
and years of seryice. Automatic increases based on "General satis
faction" in the teacher appears to be the most common m-thod em-
ployed, Twenty-three of the superintendents, or Z>Z per cent, who
supplied any information about th~ir salary schedules mentioned
the above criteria. These annual increments ranged from 40-100
dollars with the 100 dollar increment being the most common.
Table 6 shoves the criteria used by 7 superintendents who
believed they had a schedule based on teacher merit.
Table 6, Criteria on the Basis of which Salaries are
Increased, as Reported by 7 Superintendents
Criteria Number of Superintendents
Observation
General Satisfac-
tion to sup’t
and committee. 4
Professional Study
Successful Exper-
ience. 4
The .overlapping in meaning is apparent in Table 6 where 7
superintendents have given 8 replies. The surmise, while not
valid may be considered, that perhaps observation and successful
experience are related to each other when judgment is made by
some educators, and professional study and general satisfaction
mean something else to others.
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Professional study may hr. an adequate proof of a teacher’s
interest in her work and it may also be a mechanical gesture to
secure a salary increase. As a criteria for salary increases it
cannot be valid nor reliable until som'' ihethod is produced that
can validly show, through measurem'nt, that the studies pursued
have benefited the teacher.
The g-neral character and looseness of meaning implied by the
expression "observation and general satisfaction to superintendent
and committee" involve' s so many, m.any, uncontrolled variables that
affect both the individual being judg-^d and the group doing the
judging as to render tne result of such findings invalid and un-
reliable
.
Group judgment does act as a check to the TDiased opinion of
an individual, and some Massachusetts superintendents recognize
this fact for 11 out of 19 admini straters who observe their teach-
ers make use uf two or more judges. Educational theory today is
that the. school principal should devote ax^proximat" ly 5C per cent
of his time to the supervision of his teachers. A few quotations
from superintendents will sTibw the general attitude expressed in
regard to v/ho should do the supervising.
One says,"!To teacher with experience is engaged unless super-
intendent, principal, or supervisor has had an
opportunity to observe her work in the. classroom.
V;e do not have a rating scale. Salary increments in
salary schedule depend upon comxDletion of profession-
al improvement work asw'ell as on satisfactory per-
form.ance of classroom work,"
Another writes, "I would say that our only method is that of
supervision by principals and supervisors."
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Ow states, "After ‘becoming members of cur staff, they ar*
subject to the scrutiny of our supervising princix.'als and of my-
self .
"
Another comments, "Teachers are promoted according to the
recommendation of the superintendent. I have 60 teachers under my
supervision. I visit them in their classrooms very often. Their
success in the classroom determines their promotion."
Another replies, "Pull time principals observe substitute
teachers and supervise regular teachers, turning in reports regu-
larly .
"
Although the above comments do not indicate by what means the
supervision in detail was made, still the writer received six
methods used by superintendents which will be presented. The
sampling is so very small that it cannot be taken as typical of
present Llassachusc tts practices.
Representative Methods for Rating Teachers
Palm.outh .--A three-point rating scale for supervisor’s esti-
mate of a teacher is used. The items are undefined a,nd of a
general nature allowing the rater to read into the terms his own
subjective interpretations. It is as follows;
: Sati sfactory :Doubtful ;Unsati sfactory
Preparation : ; :
Presentation ; : :
Pupil Reaction ; ; ;
Management : : ;
Co-operation ; ; ;
Discipline : : ;
Progress : : ;
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If a comparison is made with, thr criteria listed on page 70
of this study, the reader will see that j theabove method does not
have many personal items or equalities, nor does it have items
dealing with professional and community interests; the items arc
not v/eighed; the method is not a graphic on'- and the purpose is
for supervision only. It does, however, emphasize th^ teaching
technique and the results of teaching, and. also school management.
Andover .--A five-point method with each it^m defined and
classed under five main headings v/ith superintendent s and princi-
pal doing th-” rating are th^ essential characteristics of this plan
Very
DhTAILI]!) RATING Poor Fair Good 9ood Gupe rior
I. personal Q,ualitics i t t i t
1. Presence
2. Enthusiasm
3. Initiative
4. Industry "
5. Resourcefulness
II. Social and Professional Equipment
1. Co-operation and Loyalty
2. Paily Preparation
3. Mastery of Subject Matter
4. Use of English
5. Professional Interest and Grov;th
III. School Manag-ment
1. Care of Health Conditions
2. Tleatness of Room
3. Control of Room
4. Economy of Time and Effort
IV. Conduct of Recitation
1. Shill in Motivating
2. Teaching IIov; to Study
3. Stimulation of Thought
4. Organization of Subject Matter -
5. Prill Ef f ec tiv:- ne ss
6. Attention to Individual Heeds --
7. Lesson Assignment
V. Results
1. Moral influence of Teacher
2. Attention and. Response of Class-
3. Growth of Pupils in SubjectMatter
4. General Pevelopment of Pupils ^

rr- T .
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a/ All the items are defined hut only one is given here. "General
Development" means--Increase in i^upil's ability and power along
lines other. than those of subject matter.
This card contains everything listed in th^ crit'ria for the
comparison except that it 'does not weigh the items, is not a
graphic method, and does not mention community interests as a cri-
terion for judging the teacher. In comparing the Iindovr method
with the preceding one it is noticeable that opinion differs as to
how many items should be included in a scale. Andover has 2d
items and Falmouth only 7, showing that the need for standardiza-
tion is true in Massachusetts as well as over the entire country.
Rockland . --A four-point plan with a list of 16 items is giv n
as follows:
1, Character and Conduct
2. Scholarship
o. Personality
4. Ability to get along v;ith other people
a. Other teachers
b. Par'^nts
c. Pupils
5. Tact and sympathetic understanding
6. Cultur'' and Refinement
7. Self-control and poise
8. Loyalty and co-operation
9. Ability to discipline
a. Class room
b. Study Rail
c
.
Rome Ro om
d. Corridor
10. Teaching skill--attenti on to individual needs
11. Ability to get pupils to prepare work regularly
12. Ability to get pupils to make up work
13. Attendance at school functions
14. Punctuality
a. At school
b. In handling reports
c. In kef'ping plan book
15. How does he accept criticism?
16. Health and vitality
RATIHG: Excellent, Good, Pair, Poor.
A' .
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The criteria listed emphasized the personal qualities of a
teacher more than any of the other items used as a basis for com-
\ parison. Ho weight is giyen these criteria, the method is not a
graphic one, and the purpose is only for a supervisory function.
Helrose
.
--The follov/ing rating card has a four-point defi-
nition of qualities with the rating based upon the ^composi tc value
of the Y^hole list of criteria. The rating card has 24 it -ms cov-
ering personal qualities, teaching technique, and school manage-
ment 7/ith more emphasis placed upon th^ personal attributes of
the teacher. The items are given no weight, and th"- method is not
graphic but it does base promotion upon the results of such ratings
S G F P
1) The Teacher Herself » ? » i
1. Appearance
2. Voice
2, Health
4. Professional Growth
5. Use of good manners
6. Promptness, accuracy, depend-
ability of reports
7. Co-operation
8. Attitude and response to
criticism
9. Enthusiasm and Industry
10. Tact, courange and judgment
in handling difficult sit-
uations with pupils and
v/ith parents
11. Personality as a whole
2) The Classroom
1. Attention to comfort and
health of class
2. Evidence of good houselce eping-
5, Evidence of work in progress--
1 „
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o) The Class * * * *
1. Fre. p'dom from repression and
formality
2, Intf-rest and attention
5. Spirit of co-operation
4, Growth in self-re:liance
5. Grov/th in hahits of courtesy,
good health, citizenship
4) The Teaching
1. Preparation-regularly done
2. Use of effective and modern
methods
5. Adapted to needs of individuals
4. Regularly chrdced hy tests
5. High in standard
In light of th-^ following definitions, is th': teacher on the whole
rated hy you as Superior Good Fair Poor
,
superior = personal qualities, professional attitudr, stcill
in teaching, and ability to get from her pupils
favorable reactions to school requirements must
all be of a high order.
Good = fully satisfactory
Fair = moderately satisfactory
Poor = unsati sfactory
.
Longm«^adow .— The following service record has only six main
criteria which arc suDdivided by definition into 19 qualities,
A five-point metnod for evaluating the criteria is used and salary
increments are granted only in case the items can b^ honestly
rated as satisfactory and tnat tnere is an earnest endeavor to
make improvein''nt eacn. succeeding year. The personal attributes
of a teacner are not emphasized in this method as they n.avc been
in the preceding ones. The teaching act including management,
technique, and results appear more important than cJiy of the other
criteria. The items are not weighted; the method is not a graphic
one; and the results are used as a basis for promotion.
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1. Satisfactory Classroom Managr-me nt
a. Organization of the work
h. Organization of th-: children
for their v:ork
]
c. Orderly procedure of the reci-
tation
d. Orderly procedure of the study
groups
e. Approved teaching tcchinc^ucs
f. Personal influence with pupils--
2. Plan Book;
a. V/ork planned one v/eek in advance
h. To show amount and methods used-
c. The year’s work complete at end
of year
o. Satisfactory Ivlanagerac nt of the Pollov/ing;
a. Books, supplies, work materials-
h. Neatness of room, desks, tables,
blackboards
c. Registers and records
___
d. Punctuality and stimulating the
ideal in children
e. Co-operation with parents, teach-
ers, supervisors and school
officials
4. Professional Spirit as shown by:
a. Search for latest improved
methods
b. Practice of improved methods
5. Results of Teaching:
a. Pupils' present achievement -
b. Permanency of- results
6.
Health
E = Excellent P - Poor
G = Good U = Unsatisfactory
P== Pair
North Adams . --The superintendent of this school system sub-
mitted the only graphic rating method. It is a five-point scale
consisting of 12 items v/ith the items briefly defined and weighted.
I I I
'
I I
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The criteria deal almost entirely with the personal qualities of
a teacher.
Rating Scale
Each of the items listed is rated on a five point scale on
?;hich 1, Z and 5 have been briefly defined. Please place am "x"
directly hencath the number v/hich bT st represents an accurate
judgm-nt
.
1. Health t 2 3 4 5
Vigorous- Average- Frail-
Heve.r Absent
I
'
Rarely absent
t 1 . .
Often Absent
•
2, Character Highest ideals Conforms v7c ak-
and conduct Unstable
5. Personality
.
-f . f 1 . . • .1
Impr-: ssivc- Ordinary Rcpell'- nt
Stable- Nervous
Attractive Pi sliked
4. Force
. 1 . . 1 1 _ 1
- 1
Very iharhed- Average Helpless
Makes things Suff icient Follows does
move not Lead
5, Co-operation
1 1 t 1 1
Genuihe-Inte 1- Fair-Recip- Lacking.Uh-
igent -Effective rocates in willing
,
Ordinary Routine Trouble Maker
6. Tact
f f 1 __l . - I
Meets difficult Meets ordina- Cannot get
situations ry situations along. Many
frankly with- Satisfactorily Antagonisms
out Offense
7. Professional t I • 1 t
I^h owl edge Excr ptional- Average - Deficient-
ITn ows Newest I0iov;s G''ner- No Evidence
and Best ally Accepted of Study or
Things Growth
8. Mental Power t 1 1 1 1
Brilliant Average Stupid-Dull
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9. Teaching Type i 4fI. —
Leads-In-
spire s
Motivates
3
1
Ordinary-
Comhine s
Motivation
and. Compul-
sion
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5
Compulsion
Type
10. Teaching
, ,
i i L
Ability Expert .Re-
sourceful
ITaximum
Results
Average . Ordi-
nary Results
Lacking-
Pupils Shc^w
Little Gain
11. Culture t t t 1 1
Marked Interest
in and High
Appreciati on
of Einer Things
Ordinary Low Inter-
est and
Tastes
12. Capacity ft 1 t t t
for Growth Very Great Little-ITeeds
Prodding
At Limit
of Growth
This m'^thod v.'ith its emphasis upon a teacher’s personal attri-
butes calls attention to the fact that three out of the six methods
have attached more value to this criterion than to the others. In
a previous part of the study the writer has advocated that no
quality or group of qualities should overbalance or outweigh other
groups. It may be the wrong attitude to take for the evidence here
indicates that educators place more emphasis on these personal
qualities. Hov/ever, until universal samplings of proven validity
are submitted, the writer will be loath to change his viewpoint.
.\nother probl*m raised previously and again rising here is
that concerning the number of points on a scale. The writer’s
attitude that a five-point scale enables the rater to give a more
refined judgment seems to be supported here, for three out of the
six methods used it. The sampling- is too small and invalid for the
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v^ritrr to feel confident that this attitude is correct hut it will
he maintained until some scientific findings prove it to h' false.
The question as to how many items should he included in a
scale apparently varies with the concept of the individual con-
structing it. The fact that the number of items in the six methods
varied from 7 to 25, shov/s that diversity of opinion exists in
Massachusetts the same as in other localities and serves to empha-
size the v/riter’s thesis that experimentation on a national basis
can he the only way for solving the problem.
The following items gathered from the six methods give ample
proof of a need for definition and standardization. The qualities
of health, co-operation, and daily preparation had the greatest
frequency of mention.
Use of English
Mastery of Subject Matter
Daily Preparation
Loyalty
Co-operation
Skill in motivation
Teaching hov/ to study
Stimulation of thought
Organization of subject matter
Drill effectiveness
Pre sence
Enthusiasm
Initiative
Industry
Resourcefulness
Professional Interest
Care of Health conditions
Heatness of room
Control of room
Economy of time and effort
Attention to individual needs
Lesson Assignment
Moral influence of teacher
Attention and response of
class
General development of pupils
Presentation
Management
Di scipline
Progress
Health
Porce
Growth of pupils in subject
m.atter
Tact
Training
Reliability
Voice
Personality
Scholarship
Mental power
General intelligence
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Dress
Ability to get along with other
people
Sympathetic understanding
Culture and refinement
Self control and poise
Capacity for growth
Promptness, accuracy, depend-
ability with reports
Attitude and response, to
criticism
Courage and judgment in hand-
ling difficult situations
with pupils and par-nts
Attendance at school functions
Organization af children for
thrir work
Orderly procedure of the
recitation
Orderly procedure of the study
groups
Use of effective and modern
methods
Regularly checked by tests
High in standard
The list of 72 it-ms gathered f
chusetts superint -ndents shows only
and indefinite thought has been upon
Although some educators do plac
for promotional and supervisory prac
superint»*ndents desire to have no ra
judgment of teachers.
Teaching t;ype
Teaching ability
Use of good manners
Appearance
ITeatness
Evidence of work in progress
Results of teaching;
Permanency of results
Ability to get pupils to
prepare, work regularly
Ability to get pupils to
make up v/ork
Personal influence with pupils
Class; Preedom from repression
and formality
Interest and attention
Spirit of co-operation
Growth in self-reliance
”
•' habits of courtesy,
.
good. health, citizenship
om th* six methods of Massa-
oc well how vague, diverse,
the subject.
confidence in rating schemes
ices, nevertheless other
ing plan associated with their
One says; "Thirty years of experience with a low percentage
of failures" is reason enough for his not using on*.
.Another replies, "I b*liev^ that this can n^V'r be measured
obj*ctiv'ly. Teaching school is so closely conn^'ct^d with
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P«?rsonality factors that I find subj'*ctiv: judgmf'nt mor'- accurate
i\noth'*r comm'“nts, hav- considered seriously putting into
effect a salary sch'^dulr based on m*rit, but have NOT don'" so in
the belief that it ’.vould not vrcrlc. It sounds good, but has a de-
moralizing effect on teacher moral'-."
One superintendent ’ s remark offers a challenge' to one interested
in the construction of a valid, reliable and objective method and
’sho^s that the disdain h' Id for pres'-nt methods would C'^ase if a
definite achie-yement in research could b' made, hr says, "I con-
• sider any objective method I have seen worthless. V/ould like a
good one
.
"
Another, in speaking about a method for candidates says,
"Ilaybe not but I am quite willing that the merit of teachers selected
and in service should speak for effectiveness of methods of
selection .
"
The last superintendent quoted says, "Kav-: not found any sat-
isfactory method. Rely on my ovrn personal judgment."
As the sit'uaticn now stands, educators recognize the need for
a valid and reliable method and are dissatisfied v/ith the ones now
being used
^
and only a few use them as a basis for promotion or
salary increment.
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Summary
A questionnaire for determining the present practices of
Massachusetts superintendents in regard to measuring teacher
efficiency was sent out to 100 localities. The group Sflectcd
as perhaps representative of the state v/as chosen hy its geograph-
ical location and "by the 1930 Federal census. The questionnaire
included 20 cities, 42 tov/ns with a population of over 5000, and
38 tovms under 5000 who maintained high schools. The writer ar-
bitrarily eliminated the three principal cities of Boston, Worcester
and Springfield because it was believed that if these cities did
have a method, the findings would not be typical of the whole state.
Too much emphasis cannot be placed upon the results of this
study for only 76 of the 100 superintendents sent replies and in
many cases there was no evidence offered by the superintendent to
support his claim. Twenty per cent of the superintendents asserted
that they had a systematic and objective method for measuring
candidates, and 16 per cent had a similar method for their in-
service teachers,
Vi/lien asked to supply material giving proof of their claim to
a method, 16 per cent of them gave some evidence and 26 per cent
sent salary schedules ranging in date from 1929 to 1936, Only 9
per cent of the superintendents claimed to have a salary schedule
based on merit, and 71 per cent desired a summary of the results
of the study
,
Forty-eight per cent of the superintendents sent useful in-
formation, and the writer's belief that the findings would not be
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typical of the whole state if larger cities were included in the
study seems justified because 60 per cent of the cities responded
with data whereas only 42-43 per cent cf th'' smaller communities
furnished any information.
The criteria of school records and training were given by 7C
per cent of the superintenden ts supplying information, for judging
prospective candi date s^ and 64 per cent used references and experi-
ence. Only 41 per cent used the interview technique and the writer
found three superintendent s using the v/ritten examination. The
implication to be derived from this knov^ledge and that of the
Research Bulletin of the National Education Association in 1932
in which only 3 per cent of the cities in the United. States made
use of examinations is that educators are satisfied with a candi-
date's knowledge if he is a graduate of an approved normal school
or college.
Butsch' s work in gath^-ring together a few studies dealing
with the correlation between examination scores and teaching
success showed that perhaps tests are invalid as a criteria for
judging teacher merit for Knight obtained the highest correlation
of t.61 and Tiegs the lowest, i.02, both using the same test. Too
much confidence cannot be placed in these findings for the variable
of "Judging Teacher Success" was uncontrolled
,
Professional study, observation, and rating scales v/ere the
chief criteria used by 12 superintendent s for judging efficiency
of their in-service teachers, and only one mentioned the progress
of pupils as the indication of t acher ability. Perhaps those
4
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mentioning olDserTation as a criterion considered pupil progress
under that category.
The comments of sereral superintendent s indicate that local
political influences goTcrn the selection of teachers in some
communities and give evidence that a need exists for a valid and
reliable method by which the superintendent can present the quali-
fications of a teacher v/ithout fear of equivocation from his
committee
.
The salary schedules in many of the smaller communities have
become defunct during the economic depression and salai’ies have
been reduced in the larger towns and cities. These reductions
have ranged from 5 to 20 per cent. At present the trend is up-
ward for some of the superintendents stat<=^d that the salary "cuts"
had been restored in part, if not in whole.
The principal criteria for a salary schedule based on teacher
merit as given by 7 superintendents was observation and general
satisfaction to superintendent and committee, and professional
study and successful experience. The meaning to be read into a
general statement as "satisfaction to superintendent and committee"
and the basis for such a statement being as it is unknovvn, points
out the need for definition of terms and standardization.
The automatic salary increase was mentioned by ZZ per cent
of the superintendents supplying information and group judgment
of teacher ability was mentioned by over 50 per cent of those super
intendents who observe th^ir teachers. The comments showed that
superintendent, principal, and supervisor acted in this capacity.
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The writer gathered 72 different items from the 6 methods
presented by Falmouth, Melrose, Longmeadow, North Adams, Andover,
and Rockland. These items show only too well how many different
conceptions are held by educators as to Just what kind or how many
(Qualities should be used as criteria in Judging merit. In comparing
these 6 methods with the arbitrary criteria listed on page 73 of
this study, the writer found that;
1. Personal attributes of teachers were emphasized by 50 per
cent of the superintendents.
2. Only one method was a graphic type.
3. The items were not weighted.
4. The five-point evaluation scale was used by 50 per cent of
the superintendents.
5. Three of the superintendents used their method as a basis
for promotion.
6. The q^ualities of health, co-operation, and daily preparation
had the most freq^uency of mention.
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CHAPTER VI,
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS’
Need for Standardization'
Indications of the study .- The findings of this study would
indicate that the conditions governing the situation in Massachusetts
are typical of the whole teacher measuring movement.
A study of measuring teacher efficiency leaves one with the im-
pression that the number of problems to be encountered and solved
would be infinite before a valid and reliable method is produced.
No techni(iues of a statistical nature can possibly obtain the desired
results. Cleau?, critical thought, unbiased and unrelenting in its
search for truth, is needed.
The purpose today of measuring a teacher's ability for super-
visory functions and self-improvement is the same as when the first
method of Meriam's was produced in 1905. Only 10 per cent of those Cx
cities having methods for rating teachers use them for other than
supervisory practises, and until better methods are devised, salary
increments should perhaps be automatic and based upon experience and
professional study.
This study found that 68 per cent of the Massachusetts super-
intendents used the automatic salary schedule with the average yearly
increment of 100 dollars. In some of the smaller communities shhed-
ulea have been abandoned because of financial difficulties due to
the economic distress.
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Professional study is th principal factor upon v/liich super-
intendents judge their teachers although not much confidence can
he placed in such practice. The courses of study taken by teach-
ers seeking a raise in salary may haTe no bearing upon the class-
room work nor have any Talue in improving their ability , The only
check on such practice is for the superintendent to determine what
courses in his opinion would be beneficial to the teachers and
advise them along such lines.
The fact that over two billions of dollars v;as expended in
our educational plants in 1950 throughout the United States, and
that there is an over-supply of teachers gives indisputable proof
of the need for a method which will eliminate those unfit to enter
or remain in the profession.
Outstanding Weakness of Methods
The outstanding weakness has not been tliat the methods which
have been presented have had no proven validity and reliability,
for such confusion of thought among educators as has been illus-
trated throughout this study should have warned the reader that
validity and reliability are not to be expected.
The methods that have been used have failed pj^iucipally in
their definition and understanding of the terms that should be
used for judging teacher efficiency. Educators hav^ agreed that
a valid and reliable method is needed but they have allowed con-
fusion of thought to creep into their judgment. Error has been
built upon error with the result that the 51 years that have

lOo •
elapsed since teacher rating came into existence have shov/n little
scientific progress.
Ambiguity of thought and opinion upon the problem has resulted
through the uncontrolled, individual efforts of educators, and the
interpretation of facts based upon small samplings with variables
uncontrolled or incapable of being measured by any present method.
One educator assigns an arbitrary weight to an itim on his
score card while another bases the weight for the same item upon
the normal distribution curve. Both methods are invalid in regard
to results obtained and have no sci-ntific value.
Methods have been construct'd v;ith no critical analysis of
the criteria used; no definition of the meaning of the terms; or
no scientific procedure for giving a valu-, vveight, or score to
the quality that is measured. The inability to measure objectively
traits of personality; to decide scientifically how many items
should be on a scale; to discover how many people should do the
judging; or the suggestions that teachers’ exercises be used as
a criterion for teacher measurement; or that the progress of pupils
be used as a judgment of teachers, have brought diversity of
thought upon the problem instead of crystallization.
The writer believes that these petty, individual efforts of
well-meaning educators should be combined under one central re-
search movement.
The first step seems to be that of standardization through
a nation-wide experimentation under controlled conditions with
1
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all varialales controlled except the teacher factor* The standards
set up should be those of universal norms* The time and money needed
for such experimentation on so large a scale as indicated, would
necessitate an endowment fund from some individual interested in the
problem of perhaps government sponsorship* A large corps of edu-
cators trained in educational research and a huge clerical force
working under central authority would be required* Some of the
problems that need to be solved before the foundation of a valid,
reliable, and objective method can be produced are as follows:
1* How many items are necessary for measuring validly and
reliably a teacher »s efficiency?
E* What should be the characteristics of these items or qualities
How defined?
3* How much weight should an item have?
4* When should teats for the achievement quotient technique
be given?
6* How long a time aftiould elapse between tests?
6* How many people should judge the merit of a teacher?
7* How many observations and how frequently should they be made?
8* How much of an influence has any particular trait of a
teacher upon the reaction of a pupil?
9* Should the graphic scale be used exclusively?
10* How many points should it consist of?
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11. Does alternating the extreme values of the criteria on
a rating scale eliminat”- th' halo effect of personal hias?
Until such problems arc solved and until facilities for con-
ducting such a study are available, no definite progress can be
made towards the construction of a valid, reliable, and objective
method for measuring teachers in service. As Somers says:
"Many comprehensive investigations may be required before the
major problems
... .have been solved; but only through experi-
mentation with life situations, as we find them, and with facts
as they are, will truth stand revealed, uncontested and
incontr stable . "1/
Re c omme ndat ions
The providence plan . --The v/riter can se-- only one path to
follow at the present time. This is to create a national interest
in the problem and to experiment in a scientific manner with such
outstanding plans as that nov/ used in the Providence, Rhode Island,
school system.
Since there is no valid nor reliable method at present for
measuring a teacher’s effici'ncy in service, at least the use of
this plan will enable a school system to obtain the best prospects
for the positions and may succeed in keeping out the inefficient
teacher
.
The plan is as follows:
^ G. T. Somers, "Pedagogical Prognosis: Predicting the Success
of Prospective Teachers," New York, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1923, Contributions to Education
,
No, 140, p, 129.
.
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STATEir^NT EXPLAIITIITG THJ: PROVIDl'.lTCE PL.\1T POP THT:
OBJECT IVi; lEASUiainTT MTD RATI?TG OF
CANTniBATES FOR TEACH IITG P03ITI01T3
Erery candidate should posse
..J certain "broad educational c^ual-
ifications including general culture, scholastic aptitude, and
prof f. ssional preparation. All candidates must take objective
examinations in thes' fi<-lds. In addition, each candidate should
be a master of at least tv/o subject fields of instruction in the.
curriculum of the public schools and through objective examinations
must demonstratr scholarship in these fields sufficient to justify
his appointment to teach them. The result of each of these five
"xaminations is translated into a percentile rank, indicating exactly
where the candidate would rank in a group of one hundred teachers'.
These percentile ranks ar*- added and the total examination marks
count a possible 500 points out of a total of 1,000.
ITaturally the desirability of any syst'-m of examinations de-
pends upon th*- quality, fairness, reliability, method of correction,
and method of admini stration of the tests. Much of the success of
the present program is due to the fact that at the time of its
inc'ption a new series of tests was made available through the
efforts of the An-^rican Council on Education and the generosity of
th'- General Education Board. The examinations are of the nev;-
type, objective form, easy to correct, and comparable from year to
year. Hew forms are guaranteed for ten years. The examinations
hav b'‘‘*n prepared by som" of the foremost trchnical‘ experts in
the country and are entirely free from commercial motives, since
th-'y are available at cost through th*- foundation.
Three special advantages of these examinations ar- Y/orthie of
note ;
1. The objective nature of the examinations make ' it
possible for each candidate to have th** privil'-gi* of
examining his corrected test to satisfy himself con-
cerning its proper scoring.
2. TTo t'^ach^r who is a coll''g^ graduat'- should object
to taking the subj'ct *-xaminati ons tnat ar^ required
of high school and coll'^ge students.
3. The impartial notur' of th'^ examination and its re-
moval from a local setting is highly’’ desirable .
Special arrang'^raent s insur' th'^t no candidot^ may
secure a copy of any t'st before the dat of the
examination
.
Of the remaiiij-iig 500 points, the 200 which evaluate training
and experience are also impersonal and oojective, since they are
determined by a scale of values and ar" bas-d upon a que stionnaire
which each candidat'- -^iles lay num.bcr rithout his name attached.
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Thus 700 out of 1,000 points are determined on the hasis of ex-
aminations and facts, all of vdiich may be rcYicwed and challenged
by the candidat"' s and all without involYing the nami's of the
candidates
.
The remaining 000 points represent a group rating in teaching
personality
.
The rating is made by a group of principals and
assistant and deputy superintendent s who det-rrminc the relative
desirability of each candidate as a member of a school faculty, as
a wholesome influence v;ith growing young people, and as a posi-
tive asset in the life and work of the school. A relative rating
on personality is spread on a 000 point scale and added to the
ratings on experience, general qualifications, and special quali-
fications, to obtain a grand total score. T/hen the candidat'c has
been trained in our schools, the record of training is a very
important phase of the rating.
V^hen these steps have been taken, the candidates then are
listed in subject fields in the order of their total scores and
appointed in order as they appear- on the list. During the past
three years this procedure has been followed. Preference in
appointment is given to local candidates. Every candidate is
informed concerning his own rating. All records are open for
inspection by any person who has a legitimate interest in them,
and all candidates who desire further information have been inter-
viewed by the Director of Research or his assistants.
The present plan prevents any susxjicion of discrimination on
the basis of religion, nationality, race, or political considera-
tions. It places entrance to the teaching profession in providence
upon a high professional plane which considers only the selection
of persons best qualified to serve the needs and interests of
children and the community. The record of appointments for the
past three years speaks for itself in the growing confidence of the
teaching staff and of the public in the method and its administration
The salary increases for teachers are automatic vmth no stipu-
lated maximum salary. One's natural span of life actually sets the
salary limit. A copy of the senior high school schc dule illustrates
the principle
•
Schedule Year i 2 3 4 5
Schedule Salary 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800
6 7 8 9 10
1900 2000 2100 2200 2300
11 12 13 14 15
2400 2500 2600 2700 2800
, i'. • . -
r j
)
) : •
r
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Schedule Year 16 17 18 19 20
Schedule Salary 2900 5000 5000 5100 5100
21 22 25 24 25
5100 5200 5200 5200 5200
so on indefinitely as :indicated, with the addition of one
year for each succeeding salary level.
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SCHOOL
BOP ION
,
Kr.
Superintendent of Schoolc^'
Will you Help ae by nnswcrlng the following qucatlona
pertaining to the selection and prosiotion of tecchere in your nobool
syetcaT Tour Bid is needed in oonncotion with a study being' Bade at
Boston University Cchool of Sducatioa. k suoB&ry of ,the reeulte.will
be sent to you if you so desire.
your cooperation and eesiataacc will be aincerely
appreciated.
UNlYSBSiry f-W. '
Of EDUGATICK . 112 *
SIASBACHUSmS ! "’* --
-
mW**'* D«coBber 11, 193&.
t
jOs^r
‘'i' .."M. • • ir.a^i i;eV:«'- ? '
wtui ' * '1*^-- j y 4 *
*V «
-' i I.’ ’ir .Le .0 Very truly^* yours
,
‘t’t
c*
'sa \ ff \ *
1. Have you a systesntic and objeotire aethod.for deteraining: /.*•
(fi) The probable teaching ability of oandioates for. teaching
positions in your;schools
^
-
” Oircle Yet Ho
% ’~*r
1 •• t
(b)* The merlt'of teachere In service In your schools
f
' Circle Yea So
S\
3.
•tV 4
If •Yes** to either (a) or (b)
,
would you kindly supply «e with
any slBeogreohed or printed flatter which you have available
explaining either or both aetbocs? If such aateriels are not
evailaole, a letter from you explaining your sethods 'will be
greatly appreciated. ^ - -- ^ ^
‘
^o'ar#'
Have you in ectual operation a salery scnecule based an^ ^ f
teacher sieriti i 't.
,
•• ciroic"-*** ^^yss ^o i
4. If *Tet* to •3t?*will you kindly euoply me withe' copy ’of the
soheduXe and a 'etate»ent of the criteria on which the increases
6.
tt r'
>''•4
in salery ore basedr
Please check enclosures eocompsaying the return of this ' form..
^
I
o.
( HD Explanation of method of.detemining^ probable teacher^;
ability: ^—-V
( )(3) izpXanfttion of aetbod of determining merit of teaoherc
in service.
( )(3) Oopy of salary schedule.
tCTl
^ould you like a summery of ths results of this etuoy?
Circle Yea Ho
--
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